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Total ‘Clipse’ of this year’s Spring Fling
Buff ett is idolized in Nebraska
LUIS SUED I THE TICKER 
Warren Buff ett sitting among shareholders before the start of the meeting.







DOVILAS BUKAUSKAS I THE TICKER
BY LILLIAN RIZZO 
MANAGING EDITOR
East 25th Street was alive with 
students, music, games and fun at 
the Annual Spring Fling, held to 
culminate the long school year.
Unlike last year’s Spring Fling, 
which was drenched by rain, the 
weather held up during the en-
tire event and students winded up 
hanging around after the 2:30 p.m 
end mark. 
Th e Baruch street fair was fl ood-
ed with students and tables covered 
in a variety of colorful tablecloths, 
fi lled with free snacks, games and 
promotional club giveaways. As 
students walked from table to table 
mingling and collecting free good-
ies along the way, WBMB Radio 
hosted a variety of student rappers 
who performed for the crowd. 
“I think this is the best Spring 
Fling we’ve had in three years,” said 
junior and Undergraduate Student 
Government Vice President-elect 
Vladimir Lackovic. “And that slide 
is great!”
Sitting on potato sacks, students 
raced down the huge slide in front 
of the library building, while other 
students waited on the usually 
lengthy line for food ranging from 
chicken fi ngers to pizza bagel bites. 
Greek letters were dominant 
among the clothes of the populated 
street as fraternities and sororities 
held contests and mingling ses-
sions.
Within the fi rst hour there was a 
fl ash mob performed by Psycholo-
gy Professor David Sitt and a group 
of participating students. Th ey 
entered the center of the street in 
matching shirts that proclaimed 
“Dance, Love, Now” and danced to 
“When Love Takes Over” by Kelly 
Rowland and David Guetta. 
About midway through the two-
hour event WBMB presented the 
special guest performers, rap duo 
Clipse.  Students rushed to the stage 
as Malice and Pusha T greeted the 
crowd and began performing hits 
from albums Lord Willin’ and Hell 
Hath No Fury. 
“Baruch was crazy; We loved 
it,” said Malice. “It has great school 
spirit, and they got to get us back 
here.” 
Clipse performed about six to 
seven songs before leaving the 
stage and were followed into the 
Vertical Campus by a crowd of stu-
dents hoping for pictures and auto-
graphs. 
  SEE FLING  PAGE 4
The Ticker highlights some of 
the year’s biggest stories. 
USG gets with program
Th e future of the  
programming com-
mittee is in question
BY SOPHIA KARATHANASIS
USG CORRESPONDENT
Although election campaign ef-
forts have ended, the present and 
prospective members of the Un-
dergraduate Student Government 
continue to debate, and this time 
it’s over the structure and opera-
tions of the newly established pro-
gramming board. 
Th e board, which functioned as 
an ad-hoc committee within USG, 
will receive its own budget line for 
the upcoming academic year in the 
event that the recently passed stu-
dent activity fee referendum is of-
fi cially notarized.  
According to Carl Aylman, di-
rector of student life, the text of the 
referendum that USG put forward 
stated that the programming board 
was to be allocated by USG as a 
third program under their control, 
similar to other clubs and organiza-
tion budgets. 
Th e programming board is des-
ignated with the chief function of 
planning and coordinating stu-
dent events, working to enhance 
the college’s social atmosphere. 
Tentative uncertainty over the gov-
ernance specifi cs of the program-
ming board has paved the way for 
disagreement between President 
Tanvir Hossain and President-elect 
Ben Guttmann.  
“Th e fundamental issue is 
whether the programming board 
should operate under USG or as a 
separate entity,” said Hossain.  
According to Hossain, the pro-
gramming board is established as 
a functioning committee outside 
the operations of USG. Th e board 
would be comprised of its chair, 
vice president of USG as the over-
seer and ten vice chairs who will 
head the subset committees. 
Vice chairs will be selected 
based on a competitive application 
process open to the entire student 
body. Although USG is responsible 
for the approval of the board’s an-
nual budget, committee members 
hold the sole responsibility of man-
aging the logistics of the events.  
Hossain hopes this plan will free 
up the hands of USG members.   
“Students will begin to see stu-
dent government as the people who 
deal with the issues and not the 
ones who decide what tablecloths 
to use for a party,” said Hossain.  
In contrast to Hossain, Gutt-
mann views this form of manage-
ment as “strictly bureaucratic.”
“Once you start creating sepa-
rate entities you bog down the 
whole process,” argued Guttmann. 
BY LUIS SUED
BUSINESS EDITOR
On Saturday May 1, Berkshire 
Hathaway held its annual share-
holders meeting in Omaha, Ne-
braska. Over 30,000 shareholders 
and guests gathered at the Qwest 
Center, with many more attending 
in overfl ow rooms inside and out-
side the center.
Th e meeting started with a video 
promoting the over 50 companies 
Berkshire owns and included con-
versations between CEO Warren 
Buff ett and former Treasury secre-
tary Hank Paulson. Th e company 
replayed Buff ett’s famous opening 
statement at a hearing on account-
ability in 1991, made when he was 
Salomon Brothers’ chairman. Buf-
fett’s ending statement demon-
strates how Berkshire and its slew 
of businesses are run, as well as 
Buff ett’s expectations of each man-
ager.
“I also have asked every  Salomon 
employee to be his or her own com-
pliance offi  cer,” said Buff ett. “I then 
want employees to ask themselves 
whether they are willing to have any 
contemplated act appear the next 
day on the front page of their local 
paper, to be read by their spouses, 
children, and friends, with the
SEE BUSINESS  PAGE 9
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 Students gathered  for 
end of the semester fun
at Spri g F ing. See n l Arts
& Style f or more coverage
of Baruch’s fl ash mob.
CSA brings
Caribbean 






Tennis team is 
a hidden gem. 
 BY SOPHIA KARATHANASIS 
USG CORRESPONDENT 
Vice President Aarman Torabi an-
nounced that ticket sales for the 
Senior Bash are now on sale. Ticket 
prices are set for $50, with seniors 
receiving fi rst priority.
USG approved $1,000 from its 
events line to be allocated towards 
the payment of outstanding costs 
for Asian Month.
USG approved $277 to go towards 
the installation fee for club lockers 
in the student organizations area.
USG approved a $5,000 appeal re-
quest from Intervarsity Christian 
Fellowship to fund 45 students to 
attend the Basileia leadership re-
treat.
Colin Rosenbaum reported news 
from a recent Technology Board 
Meeting, stating that wireless print-
ing will soon be implemented on all 
locations on the campus beginning 
next semester. 
Chair of Finance Shabe Ahmed in-
troduced additional club budget 
proposals. USG allocated $134,352 
towards clubs and student organi-
zation budgets for the upcoming 
academic year. Currently, $181,114 
remains to be allocated for club 
budget requests.
COMPILED BY LILLIAN RIZZO
MANAGING EDITOR
MONDAY 5/10
RAPP, Guest Presentation: Digitial 
Marketing will be presented by the 
Baruch City Advertising Society in 
the VC Room 1-107 from 5:30 p.m. 
to 7:15 p.m. 
THURSDAY 5/13
Th e department of fi ne and per-
forming arts and the Baruch Per-
forming Arts Center will present 
Baruch in Concert in which stu-
dents will perform at 1 p.m. in the 
Engelman Recital Hall on the B2 
level. Admission is free. 
FRIDAY 5/14
Baruch Bash will be held on the 
14th fl oor of the Vertical Campus 
along with the Annual USG Gala, 
from 8 p.m. to midnight. USG’s 
Presidential Inauguration will be 
held at 8:15 p.m. Th e theme of the 
Bash will be a Hawaiian Tropical 
Paradise and the night is free for 
students. 
Th e Senior Cruise will be held on 
Friday, May 28 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets 
can be bought for $50 each at the 
Offi  ce of Student Life. 
Order a copy of Lexicon, the Ba-
ruch yearbook, at tinyurl.com/Ba-
ruch2010yearbook. 
Baruch’s 45th Commencement cer-
emony will be on Tuesday, June 1, 
at Madison Square Garden in the 
Arena at 11 a.m. Cap and Gown and 
ticket distribution will take place on 
May 24 and 25 from noon to 7 p.m.  
News
[ ]
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Ca m p u s
B r i e f s
Sustaining the future within the media
New law has eff ect 
on Arizona students  U S G  B r i e f s
BY MEGAN LAW
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Th e future of print and digital 
news media is being called into 
question with the development of 
sustainability eff orts from news 
corporations working to remain 
environmentally friendly.
According to Mediashift, a pro-
gramming segment featured on the 
Public Broadcasting Service, public 
opinion polls show that concern 
about the environment rises and 
falls, while the negative impacts 
associated with using paper and 
printing continues to rise.
Christopher Hallowell, journal-
ism professor of science and the 
environment, reported that print 
journalism is having a very tough 
time due to the industry’s decline 
in the current economic recession 
and the loss of advertising revenue.
In 2008, the Magazine Publish-
ers of America issued its environ-
ment handbook, which stated that 
the production of paper creates 
carbon emissions and consider-
able pollution in the form of solid, 
chemical and liquid wastes. As a re-
sult, a reduction in print publishing 
will benefi t the environment.
“Digital media has really put a 
hurting on the print industry’s cir-
culation, so less circulation means 
less printed material and less 
waste,” said Craig Stone, journalism 
professor of technology and social 
media. 
Hallowell argued that there is a 
good and bad side to the issue, and 
he suspects that the upkeep of elec-
tronic media is “less harmful than 
the processing of logs to make pa-
per.” 
“Th e entire direction of journal-
ism is moving towards digital,” he 
said. “Th is shift is substantial as 
consumers turn to the Internet to 
keep informed of current events.”
Hallowell also emphasized the 
proliferation of online media, citing 
advances in technology, particular-
ly the improvement of pixels. 
Although print publishing is en-
dangered, for the moment, it is not 
extinct. 
“If you go on the subway after 
rush hour you can see all the free 
dailies all over the fl oor, so the rise 
of papers like AM New York and 
Metro has shown that print industry 
isn’t just going away,” said Stone. 
“People with Kindles and other 
e-readers can already download 
the newspaper at home before they 
leave for work, so if it gets to a point 
where everyone has a Kindle, you’ll 
see the free dailies struggle in the 
same way as the major metropoli-
tan papers.” 
Th e Institute for Sustainable 
Communication, a nonprofi t orga-
nization committed to developing 
the next generation of communica-
tion and media leaders, reported 
that neither print nor digital media 
is sustainable. 
In contrast to the argument, the 
ISC reported that “print kills trees 
and computers don’t” and “print is 
greener because trees are a renew-
able resource and computers are 
toxic.”
According to ISC, the future de-
pends on getting this discussion 
right.
ILLUSTRATION BY MICHELLE CRUZ I THE TICKER
BY COSETTE PICHARDO
STAFF WRITER
Th e recent authorization of the 
Immigration Act in Arizona has 
escalated the immigration debate 
in the country, and now Arizona 
universities are concerned that the 
new law will aff ect student enroll-
ment for the coming year. 
Th e mandate grants local and 
state police the right to detain any 
person who may be suspected of 
being an illegal immigrant and re-
quest offi  cial evidence of their legal 
immigration status. Failure to pro-
duce such material is a state felony 
and the person is liable to be penal-
ized with a misdemeanor.   
According to Th e Chronicle of 
Higher Education, students and 
parents alike have turned down of-
fers of admission to the University 
of Arizona in light of the new bill.
Rejections center the concern 
about racial profi ling on campus, 
with parents not wanting their chil-
dren to go to Arizona because of 
the law.
“You would think that by now, 
the 21st century, things like this 
wouldn’t happen,” said Baruch 
sophomore Katherine Molineros. 
“I thought people would have fi g-
ured by this time that this country 
is fi lled with immigrants who make 
our country.” 
Professor Allen Wernick, pro-
fessor of law and director of the 
CUNY Citizenship and Naturaliza-
tion Project, believes that the bill 
calls into question what the coun-
try wants to do with illegal immi-
grants. 
“Arizona’s approach is to drive 
them out, and I don’t think it’s go-
ing to be successful,” said Wernick.
Junior Marvin Verna expressed 
concerns over the intended impli-
cations of the new bill’s applica-
tion.  
“Th ere is a high risk for misjudg-
ments,” said Verna. “You’re leav-
ing an offi  cer to judge who is an 
immigrant or citizen; it’s not like 
they wear a bleeping sign over their 
heads.  You’re going to make mis-
takes.” 
In Arizona, Hispanics make up 
30 percent of the state’s population, 
but only 12 percent of the elector-
ate.  
“Arizona is really a prime target 
because it is one of the most highly 
populated by illegal immigrants 
due to its proximity to Mexico,” said 
Verna.  
Wernick believes that only until 
the economy recovers and immi-
grant populations grow stronger 
in other states will we see more 
positive views toward immigration. 
Wernick also stated that students 
would do better to promote change 
on Arizona campuses rather than 
forgo enrollment.  
Sophomore Olavo De Paula has 
a more positive view on the man-
date.  
“Although I think it is a harsh 
law, it has its good parts,” said De 
Paula. “I think that the bill will open 
the eyes of the Obama administra-
tion to continue immigration re-
form and speed up the process to 
achieve that.” 
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“Students decide that they want 
to have a concert and once they go  
through the whole procedure to 
obtain money from the program-
ming board, it’s already two months 
down the line.”  
In an eff ort to keep measures 
simple within the student govern-
ment, Guttmann designed a struc-
ture proposal that would create a 
programming committee to func-
tion internally within USG.  
Guttmann also prefers that the 
new entity remain in the oversight 
of USG members, which would 
give students easier access to its 
resources.      
“All we want to do is to create an-
other pot where clubs are allowed 
to get money from,” said Guttmann. 
“Th is way, students would be the 
ones determining how the money 
is spent.”
Ben Corpus, vice president for 
student aff airs and enrollment 
management, stated in an email 
that if and when the fee increase 
is approved by the CUNY Board of 
Trustees by June 28, he will consult 
the Association Board to autho-
rize funding to serve programming 
needs for students.
Nevertheless, both Hossain and 
Guttmann agree that once condi-
tions regarding the board are set, 
the structure would be open to 
change in order to adhere to stu-
dent agreement.  
“We just want things to be done 
the simplest way,” said Guttmann. 
“Ultimately our responsibility is to 
provide the maximum benefi t for 
students.”    




Students react to Times Square incident
“Living in New York, we are al-
ready used to this stuff ; I do think 
the whole plan was pretty stupid. 
It was stupid on [our] part because 
he was able to get on a plane and 
almost fl y away. Th at should never 
have happened and it shows some 
loop holes in our security system 
that we have in the United States 
and especially New York City. 
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
BY SABRINA SMITH
NEWS EDITOR
New York City has been infl icted 
with another act of terrorism with 
the recent news of a car bomb scare 
in Times Square.
According to Th e New York 
Times, a car bomb made from pro-
pane, gasoline and fi reworks was 
found in a Nissan Pathfi nder.  
Th e area of Midtown going from 
43rd to 48th streets was blocked off  
until the vehicle was found on 45th 
Street.  Th e neighboring public at-
tractions were evacuated as well, 
leaving bystanders in a panic and 
fl eeing from the scene.  Although 
there was no explosion, authorities 
were on the move to fi nd the sus-
pect.
Faisal Shahzad was found to be 
the alleged suspect, and was arrest-
ed at John F. Kennedy International 
Airport.
 According to WABC TV news, 
the Pakistani-American is believed 
to have worked alone on the failed 
plot after returning to the United 
States from a visit to his native 
land.
Th e Times reported that dur-
ing a press conference to address 
the occurrence of the event, Mayor 
Michael Bloomberg stated, “We are 
very lucky; we avoided what could 
have been a very deadly event.”
Th e American Chronicle report-
ed that Shahzad admitted to the 
failed attempt, and was charged 
with terrorism and attempting to 
use a weapon of mass destruction.
Despite an early report of work-
ing in solitude, Shahzad stated that 
he had been trained by a Taliban 
expert in Pakistan.
WABC also reported that Attor-
ney General Eric Holder stated, ”It 
is clear that this was a terrorist plot 
aimed at murdering Americans 
at one of the busiest places in our 
country.”
In addition to Shahzad’s at-
tempt, Manhattan was plagued 
with another report of a bomb scare 
last week.
According to Th e Daily News, a 
suspicious package was found near 
where the fi rst bomb was discov-
ered.  Once again, police redirected 
individuals away from the scene as 
they tried to determined whether 
the object was left as a second at-
tempt.
Th e retrieved object was found 
to be a cooler.
Th e Daily News reported that the 
cooler posed no threat, since it only 
contained water bottles and books.
Undergraduate Student Gov-
ernment President-elect Ben Gutt-
mann shared his personal view on 
the threats.
“Is this the fault of the terrorist 
for not doing a good job at execut-
ing their plans or has the Obama 
administration implemented poli-
cies that are able to construct these 
things?” questioned Guttmann.
‘Fling’ fun for Baruch 
students on 25 Street 
Before being ushered into eleva-
tors they talked with students and 
posed for photos.
Even after the departure of 
the famed hip hop rappers, the 
Spring Fling continued in full force. 
WBMB deejayed a variety of mu-
sic, and students enjoyed their last 
“hoorah” at school before summer 
begins. 
“I think it was really good be-
cause Baruch put in an eff ort to 
bring in decent rappers that con-
nected to the youth’s creativity,” 
said freshman Dimitri Kapelonis.
“I was very surprised about it 
and at the same time very happy 
that the man who did it was caught 
in 53 hours. It’s obvious that the 
government and the police are ac-
tually doing something to protect 
us as New Yorkers.”
“I don’t believe that enough is 
being done to protect our country 
from terrorism. [We] should have 
been quicker to catch him and too 
many people are too sensitive of 
those types of things.  It was good 
that it was prevented but the only 
reason is because the person didn’t 
make [the bomb] right.”
“Seeing that I was there [the 
scene] was one of confusion be-
cause there were so many people 
there that were confused by what 
happened. It was really crazy to 
the point where the cops started 
getting aggravated.  At around 8:30 
there was a big ‘boom’ and when I 
returned around 9:30 p.m. the area 
was still barricaded.”
“I feel like it’s a conspiracy the-
ory to some extent, and I’m glad 
that we caught it because it could 
have been a tragedy. I hope that 
this doesn’t happen again and we 
should make an example out of 
him, and try to deter other people 
from doing this stuff .”
Times Square is shaken by attempted car bomb scare 
-Desiree Daring, Freshman -Santiago Mueckay, Freshman -John Canque, Senior -Sean Barrett, Sophomore -Marcella Chang, Sophomore 
Th e Clipse performed several hits 
from their  latest album.
Arts and Crafts were alive and well 
as students designed shirts.
Students battled it out in the ring.Th e Fun Slide was one of the main 
attractions of the event. 
ALL PHOTOS BY SABRINA SMITH I THE TICKER 
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Highlights from the Fling
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Arts & Style Editor
Best of luck,
The Ticker Staff 









It’s been three weeks since the Undergraduate Student 
Government campaign has ended and Fix Baruch was named 
the victor. Yet it seems as though the two opposing parties have 
yet to turn down the heat. 
As the current USG ties up loose ends and Fix Baruch pre-
pares to move in, another debate between has ensued between 
the two parties over the programming board. Th e board, which 
was created this year, serves the purpose of coordinating stu-
dent events.
Currently there is an ad hoc committee made up only of 
USG members, and it will be made offi  cial in the fall. But the 
incumbent USG has decided this needs to be changed.
President Tanvir Hossain and company feels the committee 
should be led by the USG vice president and made up of 10 
non-USG students. Hossain’s believes that this re-alignment 
of the programming board will give USG more time to work 
on more important issues than “what tablecloths to use for a 
party.” But President-elect Ben Guttmann wants to keep the 
structure that exists now, where the group is made up solely 
of USG members. He feels that handing the control over to 
students outside of USG will slow up the process of decision 
making within USG.
Both leaders have gone to Ben Corpus, vice president of 
student aff airs, with their proposals. In order for Hossain’s 
request to be approved, students must vote on another USG 
constitution referendum next spring. 
While both parties make valid points as to how the com-
mittee should be run, it seems they both have the interest of 
the student body at heart. So why are they still arguing? Th e 
campaign is over and it is time to move on. 
It seems that both Guttmann and Hossain are just trying to 
keep the confl ict alive and quite frankly, they need to get over 
it. NBA lost the election and Hossain wasn’t running anyway. 
He will only be here until January and if this is passed it will be 
in the spring, when he is no longer a student. Guttmann has 
won the position he coveted, so what is the point in fi ghting 
anymore?
As the semester comes to a close, so should the disagree-
ment between the both the current and future presidents. 
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poses petty problems 
EDITORIAL
Th is issue marks the end of another successful year for Th e 
Ticker. Many of our editors wrote their last articles for the paper 
with the realization that they would soon leave the halls of the 
Vertical Campus and enter the real world. For many of them, 
Th e Ticker is where some of their favorite Baruch moments 
took place. It was also the fi rst time they saw their name as a 
byline. As they moved up the ranks from contributing writer to 
full-fl edged editors of the paper, they learned many of the basics 
of journalism in this newsroom. Th ey also learned how to work 
together as a team, that eventually turned into a dysfunctional 
family. We wish them success in all their endeavors. 
Last week, we elected next year’s managing editor. Timothy 
Petropoulos was sports editor for a year and wrote for two years 
before that. He will now be helping to lead the paper and guide 
the staff  as they cover next year’s events and news stories. We 
also installed new editors for the Business, Features, Arts & 
Style and Science sections. Th e Ticker welcomes the new ad-
ditions to the staff  and wishes them the best of luck in their 
new positions.
We look forward to a new year fi lled with many new and 
exciting opportunities. Among the plans for the year are to 
improve our website by updating our stories more frequently, 
producing more online-only content and providing more in-
depth coverage by integrating more multimedia content into 
our stories. We have already seen improvements to our website, 
which was redesigned by Jahn Golden, Th e Ticker’s webmaster, 
who will be leaving to pursue other ventures. We welcome his 
successor, Jose Castillo and hope that with him our goals can 
be made a reality. 
While working for Th e Ticker is a taxing job and it includes 
many hours inside of our third fl oor offi  ce, it is something that 
has made the college experience of previous editors, those that 
are leaving and those that will be taking over. We hope that in 
the new year we will see new faces added to our staff  and it will 
grow with our evolving newspaper. 
Putting the paper 
to bed for the year
Have a knack for drawing?
 Enjoy making fun of 
politicians? 
Th e Opinion section needs a 
cartoonist.
Th e only way to fi nd true happi-
ness is to fi gure out what your passion 
is. Some people worry that the things 
we like do not always help us become 
fi nancially secure. It would seem that 
the only reason students go to college 
is to obtain a degree to rely on for the 
rest of their lives.
Th e outcome of this traditional and 
conventional path is at fi rst positive, 
since it helps students fi nd jobs. Later 
on, whether they like their profession 
or not, they’re stuck with it because of 
the money they make. 
Th ose people who happen to love 
what they do can perform their task 
better than everyone else and become 
successful. Th is makes it even more dif-
fi cult for people not in love with their 
work because it becomes more diffi  cult 
for them to compete for the limited 
amount of promotions and advance-
ment opportunities.
However, given the economy, being 
passionate about what you do is of par-
amount importance. First of all, there 
are not enough jobs for fresh graduates. 
Th e majority of students are opting for 
internships and freelance work in any 
fi eld they can get their hands on to start 
gaining experience.
In times like these, it is very impor-
tant that students pursue what they are 
passionate about, since the conven-
tional path no longer delivers. If peo-
ple with fours years of undergraduate 
education and two years of masters are 
unable to get their life back on track, 
perhaps there is a diff erent way to go 
about things. 
Many students these days look at 
the government’s Occupational Out-
look Handbook to check if their fi elds 
are growing or shrinking and to decide 
which degree to pursue. However, most 
of these students have discovered the 
hard way that, despite their major, they 
may not succeed.
Students shouldn’t invest their time 
in something they are not interested in; 
they should spend their lives pursuing 
their dreams. I am not suggesting that 
education is not important. But these 
days, the message many students are 
getting is that four years of college just 
don’t cut it. Very few people are major-
ing in fi nance now, which was once 
considered a fi eld which makes a lot of 
money. Many students at Baruch are 
now majoring in accounting instead of 
fi nance.
When the majority of students opt 
for fi elds that pay more, this leaves oth-
er fi elds with more opportunities since 
someone has to do those jobs as well. 
Students who wanted to pursue a de-
gree in music, theatre or graphic com-
munications may have more chances of 
succeeding in their fi elds if all the other 
students want to be accountants.
Being passionate about something 
does not mean that it will be easy. Th e 
same amount of eff ort would go into 
any other fi eld. 
However, the benefi ts of doing what 
you like are immense. People who en-
joy their jobs do not constantly look at 
their watch while working. Th e time 
passes by quickly and easily for them. 
Additional work does not bother them. 
Th ey just keep going. People who do 
what they like are more creative in their 




Th e importance of pursuing your passions
See page 14 for highlights from this 
year’s Ticker coverage. 
With the exception of our editorials, the opinions expressed in these pages are those of their respective writers and do not represent those of Th e Ticker.
You’ve had a rough day. You 
meet your friends and they off er 
you a beer to take the edge off . Be-
ing the 19-year-old you are, you 
think nothing of it and take a swig. 
Th ey take pictures of this event to 
remember it later.
Naturally, in a modern setting, 
the pictures are posted on one of 
many social networking sites, like 
Facebook. After you’ve forgotten 
that this ever happened, you re-
ceive a friend request from what 
seems to be an attractive girl or 
guy, and you accept the friend re-
quest. 
Little do you know that you 
have walked into the government’s 
Big Brother trap.
Sadly, similar events are im-
pacting students across the coun-
try. 
Th e Lacrosse Tribune writes, 
“University of Wisconsin-La 
Crosse student Adam Bauer has 
nearly 400 friends on Facebook. 
He got an off er for a new one about 
a month ago. ‘She was a good-
looking girl. I usually don’t accept 
friends I don’t know, but I ran-
domly accepted this one for some 
reason,’ the 19-year-old said. Th at 
led to his invitation to come down 
to the La Crosse police station, 
where an offi  cer laid out photos 
from Facebook of Bauer holding 
a beer — and then ticketed him 
for underage drinking […] He was 
among at least eight people who 
said Wednesday they had been 
cited for underage drinking based 
on photos on social networking 
sites.” 
Th e article quoted Bauer as say-
ing “I just can’t believe it. I feel like 
I’m in a science fi ction movie, like 
they are always watching. When 
does it end?” Th ese are all valid 
concerns and questions.
According to the article, “Th e 
police report said Bauer admitted 
drinking, which he denies. But he 
did plead no contest in municipal 
court Wednesday and will pay a 
$227 fi ne.”
Th is has been going on for 
years! We live in a world where 
people are fueled by paranoia and 
anxiety. 
I have friends who are learn-
ing Arabic for their own reasons. 
One day, they were speaking to 
each other on the phone in Arabic 
for practice. One week later, they 
found themselves in a police sta-
tion being questioned about their 
conversations and why they are 
learning Arabic. Now, even learn-
ing a new language is apparently 
suspicious.
With the explosion of technol-
ogy continuing, we get people 
with views like those of La Crosse 
police offi  cer Al Iverson. 
“Social networking sites are 
among many new tools law en-
forcement has adopted to fi nd 
underage drinkers… Law enforce-
ment has to evolve with technol-
ogy,” he said. 
He also said, “It is a necessity 
— not just for underage drinking. 
Social networking sites are used to 
catch sexual predators as well.”
So if I understand this cor-
rectly, don’t hug your children 
or younger relatives because you 
might fi nd yourself in a jail cell! 
Since when can you bag a youth 
for underage drinking based on a 
photo? I guess this is what passes 
for evidence in our current legal 
system. 
Th e article continues, “Bauer’s 
friend, 20-year-old UW-L sopho-
more Tyrell Luebker, also was 
tagged for underage drinking 
based on Facebook photos. He, 
too, pleaded no contest Wednes-
day.” 
He responded by saying, “I feel 
like it is shady police work and a 
waste of taxpayer money to have 
him [an offi  cer] sit on the com-
puter on Facebook when he could 
actually be doing police work.”
Yet another interesting point.
What is stopping an offi  cer from 
slacking off  while on that com-
puter doing what they believe to 
be good police work? It is a waste 
of taxpayer’s money indeed. 
Our streets are fl ooded with 
criminals doing things that de-
serve the police’s attention, but 
apparently, pictures of minors 
drinking on a social networking 
site are far more important. 
Rapists and murderers aside, 
it is apparently more important to 
catch little Adam enjoying a brew. 
I think this is laziness on the 
police’s part. Why roam the streets 
when we can sit at a computer 
with a nice doughnut and wait for 
these minor off enders to come to 




Forget Facebook creepers - watch out for Facebook coppers.
Baruch College has seen an ex-
citing semester with the election-
eering from the Fix Baruch and New 
Baruch Alliance parties. Although 
it was thrilling for many, irrelevant 
for others, and an exhilarating 
ride for the candidates, a record 
turnout was achieved, indicating 
greater student engagement than 
ever before. Th e students voted for 
the peers they wanted to represent 
them, and Fix Baruch prevailed by 
gaining the majority of seats. How-
ever, NBA has by no means been 
marginalized and its members seek 
partnership with the incoming of-
fi cials.
Th e election season can be a 
brutal and psychologically stress-
ing time for the candidates and 
students engaged in the campaign. 
Petty grievances often spilled into 
online social networking sites and 
led to arguments during on-the-
ground electioneering.
Th e new USG team brings in a 
diverse array of talents and expe-
rience. Several members have al-
ready served in USG — they bring 
experience on how to get things 
done. Club leaders can relate to 
several members who were for-
mer club offi  cers. All the members 
are motivated and excited to bring 
change to Baruch and continue 
its dynamic evolution for the next 
generation of alumni. Th ey have 
countless ideas and the skills nec-
essary to accomplish them.
Just like any organization, 
USG will face many challenges. 
A $700,000 increase in funds will 
allow them to set precedents for 
spending on several line items. 
Whether they send students to a 
conference or sponsor an academ-
ic lecture series, it will all certainly 
have an impact on the direction 
student life will take in the coming 
years. Maintaining the academi-
cally challenging atmosphere while 
creating a formidable social scene 
will take more than just a balanc-
ing act.
Th e very reason the new pro-
gramming board was established 
was to take on this challenge. Th is 
board should focus on creating a 
variety of educational and enter-
taining programs that will comple-
ment the academic experience 
and enlighten the student body. 
Th e year-round duty of this board 
would be to create, plan, and ex-
ecute such events. It will take more 
than a committee in USG to make 
this happen.
As it does at most college cam-
puses, the programming board 
should operate as a separate entity, 
with its own staff  advisor and be 
focused on its long-term mission. 
USG should focus on big picture 
goals such as recycling programs 
and lobbying to close down 25th 
Street. A programming board 
should decide what concerts to 
host and concentrate on events 
of such magnitude. USG senators 
should be making the decisions 
on academic policy changes, not 
deciding what color tablecloths to 
have at the next party.
Th e next USG will be making 
these big decisions. How will the 
programming board be structured? 
Should we fund a student confer-
ence to Washington, D.C., or a 
bankrupting Senior Bash? How can 
we leverage the talents of student 
leaders on campus to make the most 
of the next academic year? NBA is 
ready to work with Fix Baruch on 
such matters. We are all ultimately 
striving for the same goals. It will be 
up to Fix Baruch to extend the hand 
to others and make the most of the 
year ahead of them. I wish them the 
best of luck and hope they succeed 
in all of their endeavors. Baruch: It 
has been a pleasure to serve you as 
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Like most students my age, last 
Saturday night I was out with a few 
friends of mine at a local bar trying 
to unwind from a week’s worth of 
tests, papers and fi nals preparation. 
Th at’s when I received the news.
Th e notifi cation on my phone 
read something to the eff ect of “Car 
Bomb Th reat in Times Square.”
All of a sudden, everything 
stopped. Th e drink in my hand no 
longer mattered, all the biology 
terms that had been drilled into 
my brain fell by the wayside, and I 
came to the realization that we are 
all vulnerable.
As citizens of the United States, 
we take our safety for granted. Al-
though we are at war overseas, very 
few of us have ever experienced 
what it is like to live in fear every 
day. Our military, homeland secu-
rity and other intelligence organi-
zations do an amazing job tracking 
and catching terrorists and protect-
ing us from attacks.
But the recent bomb scare in 
Times Square poses a new kind of 
danger to the public: a random act 
of violence by an American citizen.
30-year-old Faisal Shazhad is a 
naturalized citizen, originally from 
Pakistan. He claims to have worked 
on his own and, as of now, he has 
no connections with any major ter-
rorist organization.
Th e actual bomb also seems 
to confi rm this fact. Th e elemen-
tary explosive contained everyday 
products including: two gasoline 
cans, three propane tanks, electri-
cal wires, black powder, consumer-
grade fi reworks and two clocks, ac-
cording to Th e New York Post.
Th e fact that Shazhad acted in-
dependently is a cause of concern 
for two major reasons: fi rst, a solo 
terrorist may be more dangerous 
than an entire organization, and, 
second, there may be more indi-
viduals out there just like him.
In this day and age, the amount 
of intelligence we have dedicated 
to thwarting the plans of major ter-
rorists organizations has kept the 
country free from major attacks 
ever since Sept. 11. But the ac-
tions of one man, planning on his 
own without communicating with 
a leader or cooperating with any 
partners, are almost unprevent-
able. 
Shazhad was too incompetent 
to complete his own plan and, as a 
result, a street vendor had time to 
alert the police of the smoke that 
he saw coming from an abandoned 
car that contained the bomb. A 
stroke of good luck like that prob-
ably won’t happen again if a future 
case presents itself.
“We are very lucky,” Mayor Mi-
chael Bloomberg said at a 2:15 a.m. 
press conference, as reported by 
Th e New York Times. “We avoided 
what could have been a very deadly 
event.”
Copycats of Shazhad who have 
the ability to complete a plan like 
this have brought our security to 
high alert. 
In fact, on Friday afternoon, 
police evacuated the same area in 
Times Square yet again because of 
a cooler that was left unattended 
underneath a bench.
Even though the cooler only 
contained things like water bottles, 
it shows just how easy it is for any-
one to attack at anytime and how 
dangerous this new type of threat 
is to us.
As students who go to school just 
a few train stops away from Times 
Square, we have to be constantly 
aware of this new type of terrorism 
and how dangerous it can be.
-Timothy Petropolous ‘11
Journalism
Taking the Times scare to heart
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BY LUIS SUED
BUSINESS EDITOR
After sending a letter to Warren Buff ett, 
Berkshire Hathaway’s CEO and chairman, 
a fellow business writer and I were able to 
attend the company’s annual shareholders 
meeting and learn fi rsthand about the leg-
endary investor’s world-renowned business 
model and his thoughts on current develop-
ments in the economy.
We only expected to watch the confer-
ence from across the street at the Qwest Cen-
ter in Omaha, Nebraska, as was the case for 
the other 1,200 students who obtained per-
mission to attend the meeting. However, af-
ter a number of unexpected events, we were 
able to get close enough to Buff ett to take 
pictures. 
We fi rst fl ew from New Jersey to Houston, 
Texas, at 3 p.m., and then took a connecting 
fl ight that was supposed to land in Omaha at 
11:20 p.m. on Th ursday. However, there were 
thunderstorms headed toward Omaha and 
the pilot decided it would be safer to land in 
Kansas City, Missouri. 
In Missouri, after waiting for more than 
an hour inside the plane and then at the 
desolate terminal, we asked a fl ight crew-
member whether she thought we would be 
able to get to Omaha before Saturday morn-
ing, when the meeting would take place. She 
said no because the weather was forecasted 
to worsen on Friday. 
We then decided to rent a car and drive 
over to Omaha. Th ree other people tagged 
along with us and we split the cost. One was 
a lady from Mexico, whose family was wait-
ing in the Omaha Airport after driving for 
three hours from a nearby town. Another 
was a graduate student from the University 
of Tampa, Chris Miller, co-owner of Delta 
Real Estate Portfolio, whose partner was pre-
senting their business for a chance to win 
the Global Student Entrepreneur Award on 
Friday morning. Th e other, who came from 
Washington D.C., was going to her sister’s 
wedding on Friday morning.
We, Th e Ticker staff , had a panel discus-
sion to attend at Creighton University in 
Omaha in the afternoon that same Friday. 
We all came together and rented a 12-pas-
senger van and drove from Kansas City, Mis-
souri, through Iowa and into Omaha, arriv-
ing at 6 a.m. on Friday.
Once settled, we attended the panel dis-
cussion where a myriad of professionals, in-
cluding lead speaker Professor Bruce Green-
wald of Columbia Business School, spoke on 
value investing. At the end of the panel, we 
approached the professor to comment on his 
words and we met a Baruch alumnus, Jamiel 
Sheikh (Class of ’95), who said he did not ex-
pect to see Baruch students there. Once he 
found out we were not going to be able to get 
into the arena, where the meeting was being 
held, he off ered to obtain some passes for 
us.
Th e next morning at 5:20 a.m., we stood 
in line at the Qwest Center with the other 
couple thousand people waiting for Sheikh, 
who eventually came at around 6 a.m. and 
provided us with passes.
Once inside, we tracked Buff ett around 
the center and although we were close, we 
missed him more than once. Th en, prior to 
the start of the event, Sheikh suggested that if 
we wanted a good shot of Buff ett, we needed 
to go to where the commotion appeared to 
be happening. I saw a lot of cameramen and 
people walking towards the arena, so I ran 
to the front, jumped on a chair and started 
snapping shots of Buff ett until the opening 
video started.
We obtained great shots of Buff ett, his 
daughter and son, as well as Charles Munger, 
Berkshire’s vice chairman. We were also able 
to meet Andrew Ross Sorkin, author of Too 
Big to Fail, and Roger Lowenstein, author of 
When Genius Failed.
Th e event was a particularly fun experi-
ence for Th e Ticker staff  and we want to say 
thank you to those of you involved here at 
Baruch, in New York City and over in Omaha. 
Do we plan to do it next year? As the folks in 
Omaha say, “You betcha.”
reporting done by an informed and 
critical reporter,” Buff ett said in the 
statement.
“If they follow this test,” Buff ett 
continued, “they need not fear my 
other message to them: Lose mon-
ey for the fi rm, and I will be under-
standing; lose a shred of reputation 
for the fi rm, and I will be ruthless.”
Buff ett discussed the prelimi-
nary results for the fi rst quarter of 
2010, saying that businesses had 
picked up in March and April and 
sales stood at $3.6 billion, com-
pared to a $1.5 billion loss in the 
same quarter last year. Th e CEO 
said he did not include earnings 
per share because management 
does not focus on that number as 
a performance metric in any given 
quarter and would rather focus on 
value over time.
“We always think about the en-
terprise as a whole and we think 
about building value over time,” 
said Buff ett, as Berkshire’s vice 
chairman Charles Munger con-
curred with a succinct “I agree.”
Th e dynamic duo then opened 
the fl oor to questions from a pan-
el of journalists, including Andrew 
Ross Sorkin from Th e New York 
Times.
Th e fi rst question addressed the 
current Goldman Sachs hearings 
before the Securities and Exchange 
Commission and briefl y explained 
the transaction. Buff ett fi rst talked 
about how, in a similar transac-
tion, Berkshire lost money in the 
1970s by guaranteeing the credit of 
counterparties.
Buff ett then explained that Berk-
shire does business as an insurer. 
He said Lehman Brothers once 
presented the fi rm with a portfolio 
of municipal bonds issued by states 
such as New York and New Jersey, 
asking Berkshire to insure it. If the 
states did not pay, Berkshire would 
pay the insured for a coverage pe-
riod of 10 years.
“We had to decide a) whether we 
wanted to insure it and b) what pre-
mium we would charge,” said Buf-
fett, adding that he “insured those 
bonds for about $160 million” even 
though they had the option of not 
doing it.
Buff ett further explained that 
the deal pitched to Berkshire by Le-
hman was similar to the Goldman 
case. He said that it does not mat-
ter who the counterparty is on the 
other side of the position because 
it is the investor’s responsibility to 
perform due diligence on a given 
investment opportunity.
“It’s our job to evaluate the risk 
of the bonds ...  If they told me Ben 
Bernanke was on the other side of 
the trade, it wouldn’t have made a 
diff erence,” Buff ett said, eff ectively 
defending Goldman’s position in 
the whole Abacus deal.
Buff ett also refl ected on the 
fi rst bond-issue off ering Berkshire 
did at a price of $5.5 million when 
it bought a company, adding that 
when he sought the backing of 
banks in 1967 to raise the money, 
the company was having trouble 
raising the capital. Buff ett then 
called Goldman and Kidder, Pea-
body & Co. to assist the lead under-
writers and the banks became the 
next two largest underwriters.
“Th ey did come through for us ... 
believe me a lot of people did not 
come through for us [...] I do have 
good memory for people who take 
care of Berkshire over time.”
Buff ett and Munger continued 
to take questions from the share-
holders and panel during the whole 
morning and parts of the afternoon, 
with Buff ett even showing support 
for Lloyd Blankfein as Goldman’s 
CEO.
At one point during the day’s 
proceedings, Buff ett expressed his 
belief in Berkshire’s strategy, saying 
he has never sold a Berkshire share 
and will not do it. He also believes 
Berkshire’s culture will transcend 
even after he dies. He added that he 
believes having a human resources 
department and an investor re-
lations department at Berkshire 
would be a disaster, since he pre-
fers to meet managers himself.
Moving on to international top-
ics, Buff ett and Munger explained 
that they do not own companies in 
India and China because their in-
vestments there are limited to 24.9 
percent, as opposed to 100 percent 
in the United States — the duo pre-
fers to develop only those business-
es they own completely.
Buff ett discussed how he retains 
managers, stressing the impor-
tance of having the right managers 
and aligning them with the correct 
incentives. Th e Berkshire-owned 
businesses work because Buff ett 
listens to his managers and they lis-
ten to him.
At the meeting, a shareholder 
asked how Berkshire deals with il-
legal activities in their businesses, 
as it is the company’s policy not to 
interfere with the decisions of the 
businesses it owns. Buff ett said he 
is in constant communication with 
the various managers and the indi-
viduals in the headquarters work as 
internal auditors.
Munger further explained that 
the managers believe in Berkshire’s 
ideals of protecting its reputation. 
“We celebrate wealth when fairly 
made and wisely used,” Munger 
said.
When discussing rating agencies 
like Moody’s, Munger stated that 
such a company “in their present 
form” are a good business. Rating 
agencies are considered good in-
vestments both because of the low 
capital requirements to run it and 
their healthy margins.
An individual asked why Berk-
shire did not try to create synergy 
with its Dairy Queen business and 
the soft beverages it sells, such as 
Coca-Cola. Buff ett explained that 
99 percent of the Dairy Queen 
stores are franchises and the busi-
ness model works well the way it is. 
Buff ett said that since he does 
not tell managers how to run busi-
ness lines, “any synergy at Berkshire 
comes at the operational level.”
Buff ett discussed the impor-
tance of creative destruction as 
change takes place and said Berk-
shire does not hire more people 
without purpose.
“We hire people when we have 
something important for them to 
do,” said Buff ett.
When off ering advice to young 
entrepreneurs, Buff ett said, “Fol-
low your passion and love what you 
do,” adding, “People won’t run as 
fast as you in a race you choose to 
run because you love it.”
Business
Learn from Buffett and Munger firsthand
LUIS SUED I THE TICKER
Warren Buff ett and Charlie Munger conduct a brief business meeting in Omaha.
Coverage nothing short of an adventure
SPECIAL TO THE TICKER
The Ticker staff ’s coverage of the Berkshire Hathaway meeting started with an adventure.
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Daughter Susan and son Peter sit next to Buff ett and his sister. 
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The offi  cial Omaha sign in downtown Omaha.
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Andrew Ross Sorkin at the Berkshire meeting.
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Building wealth with a successful technique
BY GEORGE GEORGIEV AND LUIS SUED
CONTRIBUTING WRITER AND BUSINESS EDITOR
Th e Portfolio Practicum class of 
2009-2010 at Creighton University’s 
College of Business hosted a panel 
on value investing during the busi-
est weekend of the year in Omaha, 
Nebraska, on Friday, April 30. Th ere, 
four panelists discussed a myriad of 
topics centered on investment and 
company valuation.
Th e panel discussion was in line 
with the purpose of the Portfolio 
Practicum class. Th e program is a 
selective, “hands-on” undergradu-
ate course that runs for two semes-
ters, with the class managing $2.5 
million in equity investments for 
the Creighton University Endow-
ment Fund. It has outperformed 
the S&P 500 in many instances over 
its decade-long existence.
According to the program’s site, 
“We employ the value investing 
strategy developed by Benjamin 
Graham and David Dodd and re-
fi ned by Warren Buff ett. Th e prin-
ciple behind this is to fi nd a stock 
that has an intrinsic value that we 
calculate below what the market 
perceives it to be worth.”
Th e moderators were two 
Creighton University alums: 
Charles Heider, president of the 
private investment fi rm Charles 
Heider Company, and John Mag-
inn, president of the fi nancial con-
sulting fi rm Maginn Associates.
Two panelists were Patrick Bren-
nan, CFA and a senior analyst at 
RBO & Co., LLC, and Bruce Green-
wald, a Ph.D., Columbia Business 
School professor and “a guru to 
Wall Street’s gurus,” according to 
Th e New York Times. Th e other two 
panelists were Vitaliy Katsenelson, 
CFA and director of research at In-
vestment Management Associates, 
and David Winters, CFA and CEO 
of Wintergreen Advisers.
Greenwald spoke on what value 
investing is and the common char-
acteristics of value stocks.  
“Th e fi rst thing you have to rec-
ognize is that nobody in the world 
thinks that they’re not non-value 
investors,” said Greenwald, further 
adding that “nobody tries to sys-
tematically overpay for securities.”
Th e charismatic professor ex-
plained that all investors buying 
stocks believe they are buying into 
a great idea but they do not realize 
that someone else on the other side 
is selling on that idea in order to 
make that stock available, therefore 
that idea might not be the greatest 
idea. Th ere is always one side that 
will inevitably be wrong.
In order to engage in value in-
vesting, Greenwald said inves-
tors intending to buy need to look 
for securities they believe will be 
oversold. 
“You wanna concentrate on ugly, 
cheap, disappointing, diseased and 
therefore undervalued [stocks],” 
said Greenwald, who then added, 
“Th e fundamental thing about val-
ue investing is cheap, cheap, cheap, 
ugly, ugly, ugly ...  when you do that, 
you have to be able to tell the diff er-
ence between terminally diseased 
and merely temporarily diseased.”
Greenwald warned audience 
members to stay away from over-
valued stocks.
“High-growth glamour stocks 
are always going to be overvalued 
because people are going to pay 
for the dream [of getting rich],” said 
Greenwald.
Th e professor then said value in-
vestors need to understand value in 
terms of the worst that could hap-
pen, taking advantage of systemati-
cally irrational behavior. A way to 
do this is to triangulate among val-
uation methodologies to approach 
the dark side as closely as possible. 
Investors can look at metrics such 
as assets and earnings power and 
determine whether growth is there 
and if it is sustainable using a fo-
cused research approach.
Th e panelists also discussed the 
importance of the brand name of 
a company. Brennan, a former in-
vestment banker, said, “A company 
with a very strong brand name … 
will have high margins and high-
er return on invested capital … 
[which] will produce signifi cant 
value for business.”
An audience member asked 
how equity investors could protect 
themselves from infl ation and one 
of the panelists shouted out “choc-
olate companies.”
Katsenelson joked that “ciga-
rettes are currency in jail, if you’re 
looking for alternative currency, 
you’ve got it,” further refl ecting on 
the times when cigarette prices 
go up and consumers face a price 
shock for a few days, then on the 
third day they would go buy ciga-
rettes again, linking the analogy to 
companies with pricing power and 
strong brands.
Greenwald suggests investors 
organize their portfolios into three 
buckets and devise whether there 
are vulnerabilities. He said fi xed 
income investments protect in-
vestors against defl ation and hurt 
them during infl ationary periods. 
Real assets and mining properties 
protect against infl ationary peri-
ods, causing the opposite eff ect. 
Strong franchise businesses protect 
against both infl ation and defl a-
tion, like Wal-Mart. 
To the amusement of the audi-
ence, Greenwald did not hesitate to 
disagree with his peers on many of 
the topics discussed. For example, 
after panelists shared their views on 
how to time the market, he coun-
tered, “Well, I’d like to take a slight-
ly diff erent perspective. Back in the 
1970s, there were stocks trading at 
fabulously low prices. If you waited 
for that to happen again, you are 
still waiting. Rather than timing the 
market, look carefully and you are 
always going to fi nd bargains out 
there.”
He also warned about the dan-
gers of being too analytical. “As an 
academic, I always focused on the 
economics of a company and paid 
less attention to management. 
Now that I am the director of an 
investment fi rm and I meet man-
agements, I have to tell you, I am 
shocked at how bad they are,” he 
said. “Now I want companies that 
any idiot can run, because sooner 
or later, one will.”
Greenwald showed little reser-
vation about his contrarian views. 
“Th e purpose of my life is to dis-
agree with almost everybody all the 
time, as you can probably tell from 
this panel,” he joked. “Th e key is to 
be disciplined and independent 
when doing so — having a process 
and sticking with it.”
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Panelists Bruce Greenwald, Patrick Brennan, Vitaliy Katsenelson and David Winters.
Moderators and Creighton alums Charles Heider and John Maginn.
BY MICHAEL FERRARI 
ASSISTANT BUSINESS EDITOR
Baruch College graduate stu-
dents now have the opportunity to 
participate in a study, which is at-
tempting to show that GMAT scores 
may not indicate an MBA/MS stu-
dent’s capability to be future busi-
ness leaders. 
Charles Scherbaum, a professor 
of psychology who teaches courses 
in industrial-organizational psy-
chology, described the study in 
detail.
Th e Graduate Management and 
Admissions Council gave a grant 
to Baruch College to conduct this 
study. 
“Th ey have a research arm that 
funded our grant. Th ey gave us 
$100,000 over two years to look at 
if there is a way we can supplement 
the GMAT, to make better decisions 
about who would be a good MBA 
student,” said Scherbaum.
Th e study should take students 
about two hours in total; they will 
receive $25 for participating. Th e 
value of the assessments students 
will receive from this study is in ex-
cess of $10,000. 
“What we’re doing is we are tak-
ing leadership assessments, that 
are commonly used in corporate 
jobs, so if you were someone who 
has high potential at your job, most 
likely you’re going to be set through 
a series of leadership development 
activities,” said Scherbaum.
Scherbaum stresses that the 
GMAT is a great way to measure a 
student’s analytical skills, but lacks 
honing in on the student’s softer 
skills.
“We are trying to get a lot of 
those other softer characteristics. 
Th e GMAT is really an achieve-
ment kind of an aptitude test,” said 
Scherbaum.  “How much do you 
know?  How smart are you? A lot of 
things we are looking at are the oth-
er side. What types of judgments do 
you make? How can you use knowl-
edgeable information to manipu-
late it?”
Scherbaum discussed how stu-
dents could take a lot from the as-
sessment. Th ey can take away valu-
able information about themselves, 
which they can use when going into 
interviews.
“If you know when people dis-
agree with you, you tend to start 
trying to counter-argue, you stop 
thinking as clearly, you start iden-
tifying, here are situations where I 
am not eff ective and try and learn 




Financial reform has been at the epicenter of busi-
ness news for the last two weeks, as the Senate contin-
ues its deliberation over the creation of an overhaul 
bill.
Th e bill proposed by Chris Dodd, a senator from 
Connecticut and chairman of the Senate committee 
on banking, has come under scrutiny from Republican 
counterparts, who feel that a regulatory “watchdog” 
must be housed out of the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation and not the Federal Reserve.
Th e bill comes on the heels of positive economic 
news, as the U.S. economy grew in the fi rst quarter of 
2010. According to the U.S. Senate’s banking website, 
the bill is necessary because there was a lack of protec-
tion for consumers in the time leading up to the fi nan-
cial crisis.
“When no one offi  ce has consumer protections as 
its top priority, consumer protections don’t get the at-
tention they need,” according to the bill. “Th e result 
has been unfair and deceptive practices being allowed 
to spread … nearly bringing down the entire fi nancial 
system.”
Th e attempt to create a singular overseer of the mar-
kets is a strongly debated issue, on which it is tough to 
come to an agreement, as politicians await the upcom-
ing November elections.
Professor Terrence Martell, director of the Weiss-
man Center for International Business, questions 
whether there is any motivation to pass such reform. 
“Th e regulatory committees in the house and senate 
are separated and no one wants to give up neither ju-
risdiction nor campaign contributions.”
Martell’s view on what type of reform is necessary 
is similar to the main portion of Dodd’s proposed bill. 
“I would like to see the role of the Fed not in anyway 
reduced,” said Martell. “Of all of the oversight agencies 
the Federal Reserve has the longest history of solid, 
professional staff  and review.”
Under the proposed reform, the Consumer Finan-
cial Protection Bureau would be stationed out of the 
Fed and led by an independent director appointed by 
the president and confi rmed by the Senate. Th e Fed 
would fund the Bureau, and according to the summa-
ry on the Senate’s website, it would have the ability to 
act fast. “With this bureau on the lookout for bad deals 
and schemes, consumers won’t have to,” according to 
an executive summary of the bill.
Reform would require that this centralized market 
overseer work with the current regulators in order to 
ensure that the best practices are being followed in or-
der to protect the fi nancial system.
Two Republican Senators, Richard Shelby of Ala-
bama and Mitch McConnell from Kentucky, have re-
ceived their party’s backing for an amendment that 
would replace Dodd’s Consumer Financial Protection 
Bureau with “Th e Division of Consumer Financial Pro-
tection” housed on the FDIC. 
According to a report on Th eHill.com, President Ba-
rack Obama has hinted strongly at an impending veto 
if this piece of legislation is passed.
“I will not allow amendments like this one written by 
Wall Street’s lobbyists to pass for reform,” said Obama. 
“Th is amendment will signifi cantly weaken consumer 
protection oversight, it includes dangerous carve-outs 
for payday lenders, debt collectors and other fi nancial-
services operations and hurts the ability of communi-
ty and local banks to compete by creating an unlevel 
playing fi eld with their non-bank competitors.”
Regulation pulls through Professor attempts 
to revamp GMAT
MICHAEL FERRARI I THE TICKER
Baruch professor Charles Scherbaum.
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THE TICKER ARCHIVES
Professor Terry Martell shares insights on prospective reform.
BY TERRESA LING
CDC CORRESPONDENT
“I want to be an Investment 
Banker, a Forensic Accountant, 
a Brand Manager...” But what ex-
actly do they do?  Oftentimes, stu-
dents may want to pursue a ca-
reer that sounds interesting, but 
have no idea what the tasks and 
responsibilities entail. Th e “Oc-
cupational Outlook Handbook,” 
which provides over 270 detailed 
job descriptions, is one resource 
available in the Starr Career Devel-
opment Center library and online 
at http://www.bls.gov/OCO/. An-
other valuable method to gather 
more information is to take part in 
the informational interview, inter-
viewing professionals who work in 
the fi eld.
Th e informational interview 
serves to give insight into possible 
career paths within a profession 
and is a great networking oppor-
tunity. Before heading off  to the 
informational interview, it is a 
good idea to prepare ahead as if 
you were going on a job interview. 
“Know as much as you can about 
the organization and be prepared 
to ask questions. Unlike a typical 
job interview, where a recruiter 
asks you questions to determine 
whether you are the right can-
didate, during an informational 
interview you are in control and 
direct the questions,” advises In-
grid Tineo, assistant director and 
career program coordinator at the 
SCDC.  
During the informational inter-
view, students can ask questions 
such as: what are the skills that are 
required for the position, what is a 
typical workday or week, are there 
opportunities for advancement 
within the organizations as well as 
in the fi eld, and what are upcom-
ing conferences and events that 
students can attend to further en-
hance their skills and network?
Other additional questions may 
include how the professional start-
ed in the fi eld, what they enjoy and 
dislike about their jobs, as well as 
tips and advice on what graduates 
can do to get ahead and get a job. 
Also, be mindful of the profession-
al’s valuable time by being courte-
ous and mindful of their time.
While the informational in-
terview is a chance to learn more 
about your fi eld of interest, it is not 
the place to ask for a job or intern-
ship. Tineo said, “Th e informa-
tional interview is a great way to 
expand your network by meeting 
professionals and learning about 
what they do. Th ey can potentially 
be a mentor, reference or a help-
ful contact. If you manage to im-
press the professional with your 
interviewing skills, professional 
demeanor and experiences, they 
might possibly extend you an op-
portunity to interview at their fi rm.” 
But never ask directly for a job be-
cause it defeats the whole purpose 
of the informational interview.
At the conclusion of the interview, 
be sure to obtain the professional’s 
business card and immediately 
follow-up with a thank you note, 
no later than 24 hours after. A 
simple, brief email or a phone call 
thanking the professional for tak-
ing the time and sharing some of 
the things that you learned is a po-
lite way to conclude the interview. 
Maintain your network by adding 
them on LinkedIn. 
With the proper preparation, 
presentation and follow-through, 
the informational interview can 
provide students with opportu-
nities to learn more about their 
fi eld of interest and expand their 
networks.
BY KERRI JAREMA AND LILLIAN RIZZO
ARTS AND STYLE EDITOR AND MANAGING EDITOR
Behind the wall posts, Farm-
villes and tweets that make up the 
public perception of social net-
working sites, there are various 
business models that are created in 
order to keep them thriving. 
While there is a job market for 
social networking sites, the biggest 
need right now is to fi nd new and 
creative ways to make money.
According to Sajeesh Sajeesh, a 
marketing professor at Baruch Col-
lege, there are about two to three 
diff erent business models for these 
sites and room for more. But sites 
popular in the United States, such 
as Facebook and MySpace, mainly 
rely on their advertising to rake in 
money.  
“If you look at Facebook or MyS-
pace, the ads revenue per user is 
actually very limited, it’s just about 
$5 a click per user,” said Sajeesh. 
“Th e companies have always been 
trying to fi nd other mechanisms 
to generate more money.” Sajeesh 
points out that 90 to 95 percent of 
these sites’ revenues are generated 
from this area.  
Reuters reported on April 15 
that Twitter’s business model will 
now rely on two sources of reve-
nue. Th e fi rst is “Promoted Tweets” 
which is when “advertisers pay for 
sponsored tweets that appear at 
the top of search results for certain 
keywords.”
Th e other half of the model de-
pends on commercial accounts, 
which Twitter began discussing last 
year. “Th at service will allow a busi-
ness to pay for a Twitter account in 
return for detailed analytics tools 
and the ability for several people to 
post to the same account,” reported 
Reuters. Th is is currently in “beta 
testing” phases. 
While Twitter is looking to this 
outlet for an increase in money, 
Sajeesh says that sites that are cre-
ating games and off ering virtual 
products are now raking in a new 
source of money. 
“One thing Facebook has been 
doing is creating these causal game 
packages. For example, the Poker 
game where the basic version is 
free but you can actually buy chips 
so you can play the game. [Th ey] 
are generating revenue that way,” 
said Sajeesh. 
Th ese sites are also trying to sell 
virtual or “pixel” products that are 
related to the merchandise they 
sell in the real world. Using their 
known public persona, they are 
able to make a lot of money from 
these online consumers.
“If you look at Farmville, many 
consumers play this game and they 
are willing to pay a lot of money for 
things like  virtual blocks of land 
and seeds,” said Sajeesh.
According to Sajeesh, other 
networking sites like China’s Ten 
Cent, an IM service provider that is 
very similar to Facebook, have been 
using these models for years. 
“[Ten Cent] has a much wider 
user base at about 800 million us-
ers. [It’s] a very big social network-
ing site and it actually has been 
making a lot of money using these 
virtual products and these game 
packages as opposed to advertis-
ing,” said Sajeesh.
Th e only way that these social 
networking sites will be able to stay 
current in this ever-changing mar-
ketplace is by being creative.
“It is important to think about 
what is in the way of these sites 
making money and fi guring out the 
way to make money,” said Sajeesh. 
“I’m sure that there are a lot of op-
portunities for [people who are re-
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Healthcare reform put into question
BY EUGENE GOYFMAN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Th e recent economic turmoil, 
including the largest bankruptcy 
in history and a consortium of suc-
cessive “bailouts,” has taken a toll 
on the U.S. economy, but what may 
happen to be the most fi nancially-
threatening problem is the passing 
of the health care reform on March 
22.
In a speech given at a White 
House summit on March 5, 2009, 
President Barack Obama said that 
“by a wide margin, the biggest 
threat to our nation’s balance sheet 
is the skyrocketing cost of health 
care.”
According to Dr. Th eodore J. 
Joyce, an economics professor and 
academic director of the Baruch/
Mt. Sinai MBA Program in Health 
Care Administration at Baruch, 
the key aspects of this bill include: 
“Th e individual mandate, which 
requires that everybody purchase 
insurance … [the fact that] Medi-
care has been given much more 
control over costs, the extension of 
coverage to the uninsured …[and] 
the good news for Baruch students, 
that they can get on their parents’ 
policy until they are 27.”
From an economist’s point 
of view, the individual mandate 
makes sense. As Joyce explains, it 
can help people who need more 
health care to be able to pay for their 
treatments. “If everyone is forced to 
buy insurance, the costs of surger-
ies, hospitals stays and medication 
will get distributed across a greater 
range of healthy and less healthy 
individuals and the cost per person 
should go down,” he said.
According to the professor, an-
other cost-cutting measure includ-
ed in the bill is the government’s 
increased ability to control Medi-
care and Medicaid, the two govern-
mental programs that provide med-
ical and health-related services. 
“[Medicare] will have more 
power over physician’s salaries, 
more power to say which drugs or 
procedures it should fund or not 
fund … there will be an expert pan-
el of economists, who are going to 
evaluate whether [a certain] drug is 
or is not cost eff ective,” said Joyce. 
If a drug is found to be extreme-
ly expensive while providing little 
health benefi ts or if it is judged to 
not be cost-eff ective, Medicare will 
not pay for or cover the cost of that 
drug.
Limiting what Medicare pays for 
will help lower the costs across the 
entire insurance industry because 
as Joyce explains, “If Medicare 
adopts a policy, most insurance 
companies follow.”
A long-term eff ect of the legisla-
tion, although not stated in the bill 
itself, may be reduced drug prices. 
“Medicare buys 30 to 40 percent of 
all drugs. One of the compromises 
Obama used with pharmaceuti-
cal companies was that the gov-
ernment was not going to use its 
buying power to knock the prices 
down,” Joyce said.
However, it may be only a mat-
ter of time until Medicare starts to 
exercise its enormous bargaining 
power. Th is long-term possibility 
may result in further reductions of 
health care-related expenditures.
Countervailing forces are also 
at play. Th e professor noted that 
“extending coverage to the unin-
sured was really the driving force of 
this [legislation]… about 30 million 
people are going to go see the doc-
tor more, and get tests more. Th e big 
question is whether we can control 
that increased demand on prices.” 
If the costs cannot be controlled, 
the American defi cit will increase 
as a result of the government hav-
ing to spend more on Medicare. 
Th e eff ects of an increasing defi -
cit can be disastrous for the econo-
my. According to Joyce, “If the defi -
cit gets very large … interest rates 
may rise and that will choke off 
economic activity.”
Th e health care reform not only 
impacts the costs of Medicare, but 
because every person will be re-
quired to have insurance, business-
es of all sizes will also be impacted. 
Joyce explains: “Most economists 
agree that if the employers have to 
off er [everyone] insurance then [the 
costs of doing so] will be taken out 
of employee wages. So [the reform] 
can hurt wage growth, and lower 
wage growth means less spending.” 
Consumer spending accounts 
for about 70 percent of the U.S. 
economy, so decreased spending 
would have adverse eff ects which 
could resonate throughout the en-
tire economy.
Besides all of these national con-
siderations, the health care bill will 
aff ect the local Baruch community. 
Because of the mandate, students 
who graduate from Baruch College 
will have to purchase health insur-
ance, which is expensive. How-
ever, starting this September, the 
new laws allow Baruch students to 
simply buy into their parents exist-
ing insurance, at a markedly lower 
premium.
Th is will allow students more 
fl exibility in choosing when to 
graduate, since they won’t need to 
worry about losing their health in-
surance as a result.
As Joyce notes, “It is going to be 
a very important thing for students 
to be able to be part of the parent’s 
policy.” 
DENIS GOSTEV I THE TICKER
Dr. Theodore J. Joyce explains components of the healthcare bill and provides his perspective on it.
CAREER CORNER: 
EXPLORE CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
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SUMMER
AUGUST
Pop legend Michael Jackson 
shocked the world 
when he died in June after o
verdosing on propofol. 
Baruch installed a host of hand sanitizing stations 
as part of CUNY’s campaign against the swine fl u 
epidemic that rocked coleges across the nation.
FEBRUARY
MARCH
In August, the Baruch community heard that 
Waldron, who had been president of the college 
for fi ve years, would be resigning. Th e announce-
ment came suddenly, only a few days before the 
fall semester was set to begin, and no explana-
tion was give, other than that she was leaving “to 
pursue other academic interests.”
Stan Altman, a tenured professor at Baruch 
smoothly stepped in as interim president, and 
will continue to lead the college until this sum-
mer. 
Baruch students came together to raise funds for Haiti after 
the country was devastated by a 7.0 scale hurricane in February. 
Th rough numerous events held during Haiti Relief Week, Ba-
ruch raised almost $3,000 for Haiti relief. Among the initiatives 
were a concert organized by USG, a Wall of Hope created by the 
Offi  ce of Student Life, and a teach-in hosted by Ted Henken, 
chair of the anthropology and sociology department.
The Intervarsity Christian Fellowship hosted a 
Poetry Slam to raise money for Haiti relief.




home a CUNYAC 
championship 
trophy for the third 
year in a row. 
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SEPTEMBER
Former Governor Eliot Spitzer assumed a teaching position at City College. The journalism depar
tment opened Studio
 H, a state of the art 
newsroom donated b
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the year in review 
Baruch took a step towards battling the issue of broken escalators in 
the Vertical Campus. When the signs went up in November, the admin-
istration said that in May, the would start the rebuilding process, which 
involves removing all the current escalators and replacing them with 
brand new heavy duty sets that can handle large amounts of traffi  c.  
According to signs posted throughout the building, the project will 
be completed in 2011.
For the fi rst time in Baruch soft-
ball history the Bearcats entered the 
CUNY Athletic Conference playoff s 
as the no. 1 seed and a dominant 
force. Th ey fi nished the regualr sea-
son with a 13-1 CUNY record and 
an overall record of 19-19. 
After losing the championship 
two years ago by a run to Hunter 
the Bearcats made sure this season 
was packed with extra bite.
Six players were recognized as 
All Stars last week, fi ve on the fi rst 
team and one on the second. Fresh-
man Nicole Flint was named the 
Rookie of the Year and was also the 
only freshman on the fi rst team. 
Head coach Jose Negroni also 
went down in Bearcat history, re-
ceiving the fi rst Coach of the Year 
award in the 10 year old program. 
Notable moments  for the team 
was opening up their CUNY sea-
son with four wins in one day and 
sweeping rival Hunter in a double-
header.
After a several long weeks of campaigning by incumbent party New 
Baruch Alliance and the challenger Fix Baruch, the latter party won the 
election for next year’s undergraduate student government, winning a 
majority of the 2,282 student votes that were cast. 
Th e campaign became dirty at times, with both parties attacking each 
other on sites like Facebook on Twitter. In the end though, the candidates 
expressed interest in working together to make Baruch College a better 
place. 
After the election NBA candidate Garam Choe said, “NBA wants to 
see the school grow and we hope to see that [Fix Baruch] can add on to 
the counter commuter culture we set to accomplish.” 
The men’s volleyball team had 
a memorable season, reaching 
the no. 2 seed in the country 
at one point. The fi nished in 
ninth place nationally.
Th e Ticker refl ects on some of the biggest stories of the year. From former President Waldron’s sud- 
den resignation to Fix Baruch’s victory in the USG elections, 2009- 10 was an eventful year at Baruch. 
BY REBECCA FORBES
COPY EDITOR











to reveal the 
personality of the interviewee. 
Th is column was fi rst published 
in Th e Ticker in 2008. It has now 
returned, with unique questions 
inspired by the original question-
naire. Th is issue’s interviewee is 
Edward Malca, a professor in the 
economics and fi nance depart-
ment.
What is your most obvious 
characteristic? My enjoyment 
of life and my “humor.”
 
Which do you prefer: revenge 
or forgiveness? Forgiveness, but 
it is very diffi  cult to achieve.
 
What is your favorite sound? A 
person whistling.
 
What were you like in college? 
A happy commuter to Baruch 
College from Brooklyn. Harried, 
a little stressed, and motivated.
 
Which would you choose: mon-
ey or happiness? 
Happiness beats money every 
time.
To see more of this interview 
check out Th ursday’s online issue.
BY LISA FRASER
FEATURES EDITOR
What does it mean to be a college stu-
dent today? Many students have probably 
never asked themselves that question; 
many more would probably not think twice 
about it. For those who do, it might be a 
step into a better life, for others a chance 
to make more friends and for some, a time 
that they can’t wait to be done with.
Regardless of reason, a new book by 
Professor Kyra Gaunt of the sociology and 
anthropology department along with 28 
students in her Introduction to Anthropol-
ogy class will share what college is to them 
as it relates to each of their own cultural 
and individual experiences. Th e message: 
to reach out and touch at least one student 
and to be able to say, “you are not alone.” 
Th e auto-ethonographic e-book, SPEAK 
(Breaking the Silence): Th e Miseducation of  
College Students poses the question of “not 
what is college but who is college and what 
matters now to adult learners (not kids or 
simply students).” Th e underlying message 
of the book asked, “What would happen if 
what really mattered to Baruch’s ethnically 
diverse student body became a major con-
cern in our classrooms?”
Gaunt believes the answer is that the 
administration would begin to pay atten-
tion and the college experience would be 
altered. 
“If school can’t be about having you get 
what really matters to you, people are go-
ing to say (what one of her students said) ‘I 
can’t wait for this to be over.’”
One student writes, “Students have for-
gotten the importance of following their 
passions. I was one of those who decided 
on a major for the wrong reasons. While 
prestige comes with studying here in the 
States, wealth comes with a business de-
gree in the Dominican Republic. I arrived 
at Baruch in 2008 with a full scholarship in 
fi nance. My parents wanted me to study 
business so I wouldn’t suff er like they did 
but my true passion has always been psy-
chology.”
Th e free e-book will make its debut 
tomorrow but there is already a promo-
tional Facebook page and a survey where 
students can anonymously share their 
own experiences. Th e point of the proj-
ect, according to the Facebook page, is “to 
impact a public conversation about being 
a student in the 21st century and having 
education work for us.”
“Professor G. had a great idea…[she] 
just came out of nowhere and said, ‘Hey 
why don’t we just do a book?’ and all of us 
agreed and we all had our own input,” said 
junior Bishoy Ayoub. 
“Everyone contributed something that 
was refl ective of themselves,” said project 
participant Malcolm Johnson. 
Th e one thing that made it special and 
that made the students even more en-
thused about it was the thought of being 
heard. 
Many students say they feel alone at 
commuter colleges.
“I heard something in my old college 
time and time again and it sounds very de-
pressing: I don’t have any friends … It’s so 
cold and that’s not how it should be,” said 
Ayoub.
Th is is one change that they hope their 
book can make. “Th at’s exactly what might 
draw somebody to the book because one 
person … they’ll refl ect and think wow, 
they’re speaking directly to me and that 
might touch them,” said Johnson. 
Writing the book was not without its 
challenges. “I didn’t have a clue what I was 
going to do and I texted [Gaunt] and she 
said: ‘Write what matters’ and I thought, 
‘Oh, my wedding day,’” said Tara Harrison, 
a fi nancial economics major. “Th e piece 
I wrote I never even showed it to my par-
ents.” 
Harrison is now reconnecting with her 
family after they disowned her when she 
got married.
Gaunt normally encourages her stu-
dents to write what matters to them.
“My colleagues used to tell me, ‘You’re 
mothering people’ and I used to stop do-
ing it but then I realized: kids spend all 
their time with strangers more than they 
do their parents ... that transparency and 
openess is missing.”
She noted that discontent is a continu-
ous theme that she has observed among all 
of the 1,000 plus students she has taught. 
“‘My parents are making me do this,’ ‘I hate 
school,’ and ‘I don’t know what I do with 
my life’…it’s not the words, it’s the reso-
nation of them,” she said. 
But not much of it is being said out loud 
until now. 
“In a lot of the pieces people dug really 
deep. Th ey probably shared some things 
that they won’t share with the average per-
son, now they’re sharing it with the whole 
student body,” said Johnson. 
As the book reaches the lives of many, 
Gaunt hopes that her small movement will 
spread. Gaunt also plans to use this model 
for her next class and added that before 
the project took off  the students had some 
reservations. “Th ey were like ‘You want us 
to write about us but how is that about Ba-
ruch?’ But we’re Baruch,” she said. “We are 
Baruch.”
Students SPEAK out on their miseducation
Features
National college enrollment hits a new high 
BY LILLIAN RIZZO 
MANAGING EDITOR
Colleges are bursting at the 
seams with newly enrolled students 
from 2009 across the country. 
As the recession hit, the student 
population increased as expected. 
CUNY especially has felt the eff ects 
of this, being one of the more af-
fordable higher education institu-
tions in New York City. 
“(In CUNY overall) applica-
tions and enrollment are up across 
the board,” said Ben Corpus, vice 
president of student aff airs. “We are 
bursting (with students) because 
there is quality and aff ordability.” 
But Baruch’s extra students are 
not in the undergraduate popula-
tion; they are mainly in the 15 grad-
uate programs at the College. Ac-
cording to Corpus the enrollment 
of Baruch is only increasing from 
16,300 to 16,700 and it has fl uctu-
ated for the past fi ve years. Gradu-
ate programs shot up to over 1,200 
students in the same time period. 
Th e New York Daily News re-
ported last Th ursday that people 
submitted applications to CUNY 
after May 7 would be placed on a 
waiting list and given priority for 
admission in January 2011 for the 
fi rst time in its history. 
According to the Daily News, 
enrollment has reached a record 
high in CUNY of 260,000 and will 
increase by another 5,000. Th is is 
a 30 percent increase from last fall. 
“Th e cap was imposed after CUNY 
received as many applications by 
April for the fall semester as it had 
by September of last year,” the Daily 
News reported.
Colleges across the nation are 
seeing changes like this. Accord-
ing to dailyfi nance.com, over 70 
percent of the nation’s high school 
students enrolled in colleges in fall 
2009, which is an almost 70 percent 
increase from 2008. 
But this will not be a problem 
for CUNY next year. “Th e high 
school population in New York City 
will decline next year so we’ll have 
smaller classes,” said Corpus. He 
suggests the solution to problems 
caused by increased enrollment is 
more money given to colleges. 
Th e major problem with the 
current jump in enrollment in the 
country is that although there are 
more students, there will be less di-
plomas distributed. 
“Among college freshmen who 
graduated in the bottom 40 percent 
of their high school class, 76 of 100 
won’t earn a diploma, even if given 
8 1/2 years,” said Marty Nemko of 
U.S. News & World Report in the ar-
ticle on dailyfi nance.com.  
Th is is an even bigger dilemma 
for minority students. While more 
minorities are being admitted into 
colleges, less are graduating. Ac-
cording to Newsweek, at major 
state universities, such as Univer-
sity of Wisconsin and University 
of Northern Iowa, there are major 
gaps between the numbers of white 
students graduated in comparison 
to minorities. 
According to Newsweek, “stud-
ies show that more and more poor 
and nonwhite students aspire to 
graduate from -college—but their 
graduation rates fall far short of 
their dreams.” At Wisconsin, 81 
percent of its white students gradu-
ated in 2007, while only 56 percent 
of its minorities walked at gradua-
tion. Community colleges have the 
worst rates for graduating minori-
ties. Th e graduation rates for blacks, 
Latinos, and Native Americans lag 
far be-hind the graduation rates for 
whites and Asians. As the minor-
ity population grows in the United 
States, low college--graduation 
rates become a threat to national 
prosperity.
But there is hope for students 
who want to get their degrees in 
the wake of the fi nancial crisis. Ac-
cording to the annual Space Avail-
ability Survey done by the National 
Association for College Admission 
Counseling there will be 240 col-
leges and universities in the coun-
try that will have room for transfer 
students and 226 for freshman. 
Only 23 percent of the colleges on 
the survey are public however, and 
community colleges are not includ-
ed in the statistics. 
 Mainly the recession is to blame 
for this infl ux of students, CUNY 
professors said in the Daily News 
article and Corpus pointed to the 
same reason as well. 
“A recession pushes more peo-
ple into college as a tool to fi ght it, 
or kids just don’t want to graduate 
or more stay on as interns,” said 
Corpus. 
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The students in Professor Gaunt’s Anthropology 1001 class will release an e-book on Tuesday. 
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Twitter has offi  cially rolled out 
a new advertisement platform that 
the booming social media network 
hopes will help them turn a profi t. 
As business owners looking to 
become advertisers on the site 
wait for the system to go public, 
speculation about the system has 
been stirring.
Th e new ad platform, Promo-
tional Tweets, will place “promoted 
tweets” at the top of search results, 
intending to get the viewer’s 
interest by making the ad related 
to the search term. Google has 
used the same formula with great 
success and, while many skeptics 
argue that this move is a clone of 
the Google model, most agree that 
Twitter’s model is typical Internet 
advertising.
Web designer Daniel Smith 
has utilized scores of social media 
sites in helping his clients promote 
their businesses on the Internet 
and he thinks Twitter is evolving 
to a platform more suited for 
larger companies, rather than local 
businesses. However, he doesn’t 
necessarily agree with criticism that 
Twitter is merely copying Google’s 
advertising format.
“It sounds like a logical 
evolution of design. ‘Copying’ 
and ‘changing with the times’ 
are very close concepts,” said 
Smith. “It’s good mostly for larger 
companies and [more well-known] 
individuals. It allows people to give 
active feedback and spread it to the 
world.”
Businesses looking to spend 
money with Twitter are taking 
the same approach to their new 
advertising model as Google.
“As with anything, general terms 
are better,” said Smith. “Really, 
it’s the same principle as Google 
AdWords.”
According to Th e Wall Street 
Journal, Twitter also has plans 
“to eventually expand advertising 
beyond search and is looking at 
local advertising directed at people 
who attach their location to their 
mobile tweets.”
Many businesses are already 
utilizing social media for 
promotional purposes and, while 
online advertising is appealing to 
many local businesses because of 
the cost, many already use Twitter 
eff ectively for no cost at all.
Food trucks in New York City 
are among the businesses that 
have managed to leverage Twitter. 
Calexico, winner of the 2008 Vendy 
Awards, serves Mexican-inspired 
cuisine out of two carts in Soho and 
has been using Twitter to stay in 
touch with customers for over two 
years. 
Owner Brian Vendley uses the 
social media service to let people 
know about daily locations or if 
the weather aff ects their hours of 
operation and to interact directly 
with the cart’s customers.
“It creates a dialogue between 
you and your customers,” said 
Vendley. “It’s like you’re all on the 
same team.”
Cravings, a Taiwanese-style 
truck that parks on 24th Street and 
Park Avenue every Tuesday, also 
depends on Twitter to bring new 
customers and to keep current cus-
tomers updated.
Food trucks show no signs of 
slowing down their free-of-charge 
Twitter streams or buying into the 
new advertising off ered by Twitter. 
Small businesses promotion via 
twitter seens as if it will continue 
with or without twitter’s new 
model. 
Waffl  es and Dinges, a food truck 
that operates out of the fi nancial 
district near Wall Street, declined 
to give a direct quote but their 
manager made clear their inten-
tion to keep up with social media 
as a means of staying in touch with 
their customers, mainly because 
they travel to diff erent parts of the 
area every two days and because 
their hours of operation sometimes 
fl uctuate.
Brooklyn-based Calexico, which 
entered into the food truck business 
out of fear of fi nancial failure, will 
keep relying on the social media 
site to stay connected and promote 
their business.
“We were getting a little skittish 
at the investments,” said Vendley. 
“Most restaurants fail within a 
year.”
Food trucks thrive with Twitter’s help 
BY LISA FRASER
FEATURES EDITOR 
Focus groups. Surveys. Blind 
taste tests. Add to the list of market-
ing research and neuromarketing. 
Th e relatively new tactic being uti-
lized by marketing researchers is a 
marriage of science and marketing. 
Nueromarketing is an emerg-
ing fi eld of marketing research that 
uses medical technologies such as 
functional Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging, which tracks blood fl ow to 
the brain to get a window into con-
sumers’ brains so that researchers 
could study the eff ects of marketing 
and advertising stimuli. 
“What we try to do is fi nd out 
what is going on in consumers’ 
mind,” said Professor Neil Holbert 
of the marketing department. In 
fi nding out why consumers pur-
chase a product and whether they 
choose, for example, a car for good 
gas mileage or for aesthetics, Hol-
bert says that there is a rational and 
an irrational process that goes on 
in the brain not just when choosing 
what to buy, but all the time. 
“We are now able to see what 
part or parts of the brain light up 
and that can determine what a con-
sumer likes,” said Holbert.
According to Public Broadcast-
ing Station, neuromarketing seems 
to off er a brand new, scientifi c way 
of quantifying what consumers 
want — by sneaking a peak inside 
their brains. Th rough fMRI, a vision 
of the volunteer’s brain is produced 
and researchers. 
Using the fMRI, researchers can 
peer into the volunteer’s brain and 
discern a reaction, without wait-
ing for the volunteer to formulate a 
conscious response.
According to Holbert, psycho-
mechanical techniques have also 
been used in the past, but neuro-
marketing is adding yet another 
dimension. It exposes consumers 
to social stimuli to see how they 
react to it. Th is way, researchers get 
more of an honest answer if con-
sumers were to be asked a question 
since sometimes consumers might 
misunderstand how they need to 
respond, or state what they think 
researchers would like to hear. 
Psychomechanical methods in-
volve monitoring eye movements 
or using another method called 
galvanic skin reaction, or GSR, to 
measure how much sweat a per-
son emits when they are exposed to 
certain images and stimuli. 
Th e marketing and advertising 
fi eld have had their share of stereo-
types with some claiming market-
ing and advertising researchers to 
be brainwashers and others calling 
them the “hidden persuaders.”
It’s a term that came into popu-
lar use during the 1950s and 1960s, 
suggesting that marketers and ad-
vertisers try to get consumers to 
change their minds and persuade 
consumers subconsciously. 
Neuromarketing is no excep-
tion. Sally Satel said in Forbes.com, 
“Neuromarketers are the next gen-
eration of mad men … it is the more 
immediate, unedited emotional 
brain-level reaction to a product or 
ad that presumably indicates what 
the consumer really wants, even if 
she doesn’t really know it. 
Th e rational and deliberate re-
sponses elicited in focus groups are 
considered unreliable.”
Others are saying that market-
ers should try to reach people and 
not their brains but researchers like 
Holbert see it as a way to see what 
is really going on inside a person’s 
mind to fi gure out why people do 
the things they do. 
However, there is no way to fi g-
ure out fully how eff ective neuro-
marketing will be since it still de-
pends in some way on time, place 
and the mood of the person. 
As the fi eld has advanced within 
the last fi ve years, it remains a vital 
stepping-stone in marketing re-
search. “You can call it revolution-
ary, but I call it evolutionary,” said 
Holbert. 
A new marketing trend
BLOS.CTNEWS.COM
Small businesses will continue to utilize Twitter even without its ad platform. 
BY LISA FRASER
FEATURES EDITOR 
Militants on the Pakistani and Afghan 
border have a lot to fear. Constantly on the 
move and spending days out of the U.S. mili-
tary’s sight, there is another kind of warfare 
that many have succumbed to in the last few 
years. Th is kind of tactic does not require 
American lives or guns or any strategic mili-
tary drills because it’s simply an unmanned 
aircraft circling above militant hide outs and 
collecting what offi  cials call “pattern of life” 
analysis with surveillance cameras. Th e evi-
dence collected through this analysis is used 
to fi gure out individual activity and location. 
If the activity is deemed a threat, the craft, 
run by an American soldier and, in some 
cases via CIA operation, proceeds to launch 
missiles.
Th e unmanned aircraft, called drones and 
drone attacks, are slowly becoming part of 
the public conscience especially amid the 
recent Times Square bomb plot, which many 
are suggesting might be retaliation for drone 
attacks.
Th e United States implemented the use 
of drone attacks during the Bush administra-
tion as another way to fi ght the war on terror 
and to track Osama Bin Laden and other al-
Qaeda and Taliban members. Since then, the 
Obama administration has continued to car-
ry out drone attacks on militants in Pakistan 
and along the border of Afghanistan, claim-
ing that the attacks have taken more suspect-
ed militant lives: something the United States 
declares as a victory.
According to the Los Angeles Times, Bush 
had secretly expanded the program in his last 
year in offi  ce and as Obama took over, the 
amount of attacks that the CIA director can 
sign off  on without notifying the White House 
beforehand is numerous. Th ough the exact 
number of operating drones in the area is not 
known, a former offi  cial told the paper that 
the number has doubled within the last year.
While there used to be an estimated few 
dozen attacks in a year, the LA Times reports 
that there are now multiple strikes carried 
out each week against what’s known as safe 
houses, training camps and other hiding 
places. According to CNN, when Bush con-
ducted drone attacks during his last year, 45 
militants were attacked. Since Obama took 
offi  ce, the numbers have spiked signifi cantly: 
51 in 2009, and 29 so far for 2010.
Although many killed are unnamed, one 
CIA offi  cial insists “these are people whose 
actions over time have made it obvious that 
they are a threat.”
Th e “secret” battlefi elds are stirring up 
unrest in everyone. Since American troops or 
journalists cannot offi  cially enter Pakistani 
tribal grounds and soldiers are banned from 
certain areas, the secret deal to have drones 
patrol the area while the Pakistani govern-
ment publicly shake their heads in disdain 
remains without an offi  cial accurate account 
of the precision that the U.S. government 
claims.
A recent hearing before the House sub-
committee on national security and foreign 
aff airs brought several law professors to-
gether to debate drone attacks’ legality when 
conducted by CIA offi  cials. Some claim only 
“a lawful combatant” may carry out strikes, 
implying that the CIA is not within that right.
Pakistani opposition is growing. Many in-
nocent people have died because of drone 
attacks. Some analysts are dishing out an es-
timate of over 700 civilian casualties last year, 
while offi  cials claim only fewer than 30 civil-
ian casualties have occurred since the drone 
expansion. Pakistanis continue to demon-
strate against the attacks and though many 
of them want militants dead, they would like 
Pakistan to do it.
Although described in reports as a secret 
war, Professor Dov Waxman of the political 
science department notes that it is an open 
secret because “we all know that it’s happen-
ing.”
One of the reasons why the public might 
not be so concerned about these attacks is, 
according to Waxman, the appeal that no 
American soldiers are dying, only Pakistani 
militants. “Th e people carrying them out 
might be sitting in Kansas so there are no 
direct U.S casualties, and if there are no U.S. 
casualties, the American public is not going 
to be concerned.”
Waxman said that perhaps there should 
be an open public discussion about that the 
current administration is doing. Since the 
number of drone attacks and death by drone 
have risen signifi cantly he said, “It’s some-
what ironic because everybody considered 
Bush the war monger but in terms of policy 
in Pakistan at least, Obama has been far more 
aggressive in the use of this drone campaign.” 
He notes that this is partly because “you can’t 
win without the sanctuary that these tribal 
areas in Pakistan provide the militants.”
But without the open public announce-
ment of this tactic, it leads to the question 
of if the United States is justifi ed in doing so. 
Th e compromise and ambiguity of Pakistan’s 
support, Waxman states, suits both sides for 
now and if put out publicly, it would “put the 
Pakistani government in a bind.”
Th e moral and political cost of the attacks 
remains unclear. “In the short term, it seems 
these attacks are eff ective and the least bad 
option but politically it may in the long run 
become counterproductive … these attacks 
could very well fuel more anger from Paki-
stanis and encourage radicalization of the 
population,” said Waxman.
Th e only question that hasn’t yet appeared 
and can appear, he says, is the most recent at-
tack in Times Square. “If it becomes clear in 
the next few weeks or months that there is a 
link with the Pakistani Taliban, then some 
people might say that this is blowback.” He 
added, “Th ese drone attacks are getting the 
bad guys, the question is, at what price.”
Drone attacks on the rise has many concerned
President Obama  recently granted permission to the CIA to carry out indiscriminate drone attacks. 
CREECH.AF.MIL
Arts & Style
BY NIA BROWN 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Th e Caribbean Student Associa-
tion, West Indian Cultural Club and 
the Student Organization for Ca-
ribbean Appreciation have done it 
once again. 
Th e 36th Annual Cultural Show, 
which took place on Friday May 7 
in Mason Hall, was fi lled with dy-
namic music, models and perfor-
mances to fulfi ll the theme of “A 
Dramatic Escape.” 
Th e audience of over 200 Baruch 
students watched performances by 
Trinidadian artist Shyann Bailey 
who performed her single “Sweet-
ness,” Baruch College’s new step 
team called One Step Ahead, a new 
artist by the name of Julian Ste-
phens and guest performer Baby 
Sham.
“We created this theme by look-
ing at everything we did in the past 
and mixed all the ideas together,” 
said Reginald Cayemite, Treasurer 
of CSA. 
“Th e theme of ‘A Dramatic Es-
cape’ also represents the combina-
tion of several movies that many 
students can relate to,” said Ylyss 
Taylor, President of CSA. “Th rough-
out the fi rst three sets of the mod-
eling sequences one can relate to 
movies like Bad Boys 2, Phantom of 
the Opera and Transformers.” 
A group of 30 students dancing 
to soca and reggae while waving 
their fl ags proudly in the air opened 
up the show. Caribbean countries 
like Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago, 
Guyana, Barbados and Haiti were 
all represented.
“Putting together this dance 
took a lot of eff ort,” said Venus La-
niei, Prop and Performance Coor-
dinator. 
But all along the group did their 
best in trying to fulfi ll the high ex-
pectation of the audience members 
that come yearly to this show that 
has gained great prestige. 
When it came to the models 
Taylor said, “we choose the models 
based on what the audience would 
like.” For the fi rst set, “Th e Mas-
querade,” the stage opened up with 
a magician playing a piano with a 
mask on. Th e fi rst model came out 
in a maroon ballroom gown, walk-
ing fi ercely down the runway. 
Soon after, it was clear to see the 
recurrent theme of both short and 
long dresses designed with exag-
gerated shoulder pads. 
Although the male models did 
not wear their own masks down the 
runway, they were able to match by 
wearing black tuxedos with green, 
orange, purple and red shirts and 
ties within their suits.
Next, the models came out in 
African styled bathing suits that 
showed off  their fi gures. 
Th e males came out in shades, 
topless and in African patterned 
shorts while the female models 
came walking out with high heels 
in their bathing suits that were 
fi lled with traditional African pat-
terns mixed with bright colors such 
as blue, green, yellow, and red.  
Most of the audience members 
got more enjoyment in looking at 
the models’ bodies than in looking 
at the article of clothing that was 
actually on them.
D.J F.A.M.E also made the show 
more exciting by playing music 
that got the crowd dancing in their 
chairs. Some of the artists he played 
were Beenie Man, Vybz Kartel and 
Jay-Z. 
But the host, Rick Wagner, is the 
one that made this Cultural Show 
an even greater experience. 
Th roughout the show he man-
aged to keep the crowd laughing by 
making fun of particular audience 
members and keeping them enter-
tained by having people come on 
stage to dance. 
“I want to see who can whine,” 
said Wagner, as he scooped the au-
dience for four female dancers. Th is 
dancing competition was then left 
up to the audience to decide who 
was the better dancer between a 
Trinidadian, Jamaican, Colombian, 
and Bajan dancer. 
According to Taylor, the turn out 
of the show was greater than what 
she expected and she feels confi -
dent as CSA president, knowing 
that because of the hard work that 
everyone contributed towards the 
show, they were able to “fi ll every-
one’s expectations.”
CSA show brings Caribbean flavor to Baruch
BY TIMOTHY PETROPOULOS
SPORTS EDITOR
Th e movement that started 
with Oprah Winfrey, was seen by 
countless people on Youtube and 
has made its way through universi-
ties all over the country has fi nally 
made its way to Baruch.
Dance.Love.Now. is the Baruch 
fl ash mob organization that was 
started by Psychology professor 
Dr. David Sitt, to spread a message 
of peace and love through random 
dance.
“Our message and our goal is 
a very simple one,” said Sitt. “We 
want to spread the feelings of love 
and positive energy in a time when 
New York is on edge. We want to 
counter-balance the negative en-
ergy in New York and in the world 
in general.”
At exactly 1:05 pm, a group gath-
ered right in the middle of street 
during Spring Fling on Th ursday, 
May 6, and began to perform a cho-
reographed dance.
“We thought we would do 
something simple and have every-
one come together and dance,” said 
Sitt. “Dancing builds great energy, 
and it will [get rid of ] the negative 
[energy].”
Although the group had a cho-
reographed dance, Sitt urged any-
one and everyone to join in on 
the festivities and dance with the 
group, and many Baruch students 
joined in from the crowd.
“I think it was fantastic,” said 
incoming Undergraduate Student 
Government President Ben Gutt-
mann. “I think we should have 
more activities like that to boost 
spirit and create a more fun atmo-
sphere.”
Dance.Love.Now has been 
promoting all over the school, in-
cluding pasting signs on the stairs, 
handing out fl iers, directing people 
to their website, www.DanceLove-
Now.com, and selling tee shirts 
with an original design that was 
created by a Baruch student.
“Everything we used: the cho-
reographer, the students, the com-
mittees, were from Baruch,” said 
Adi Feld, a graduate student and 
adjunct Psychology professor who 
helped organize the event. “Th e 
students have done everything.”
Dr. Sitt believes that Baruch, 
which is the most diverse school in 
the country, should be the epicen-
ter of this movement.
“If you can think of one place to 
start a movement like Dance.Love.
Now., it’s Baruch college where we 
have the most diverse representa-
tion within one [college],” said Sitt. 
“Th at brings the energies [together] 
from all the diff erent places [...] we 
recognize that this movement is 
global, and there is no better place 
to start it.”
Professor Sitt thought that the 
event went “great,” and doesn’t in-
tend to stop the movement anytime 
soon, planning an event for some 
time next month as well as sending 
a videotape to Oprah herself.
“Our goal is to bring it to the 
streets of Manhattan,” said Sitt. 
“Take the same message with Ba-
ruch students at the heart [...] and 
spread the word. All people have to 
do is show up, they just have to be 
willing to dance, to love, and to do 
it now.”




 It’s been fi ve years since the 
Chicago-based foursome, OK Go 
released Oh No, stealing our hearts 
with treadmill-choreographed pop 
brilliance. Finally, the band is back 
with their newest release, Th e Blue 
Colour Of Th e Sky.
On fi rst listen, the album’s 
opener, “WTF?” will have listeners 
asking the very same question. Th is 
is not the same band that wrote the 
infectious tracks that made people 
hate the fact that they loved them. 
Th is sound is driven solely on heavy 
bass lines. 
Listeners might start out scratch-
ing their heads and expecting the 
worst, but braving on brings the 
single “Th is Too Shall Pass,” prov-
ing that the band is still as catchy as 
when their Rube Goldberg-inspired 
video, which now clocks in at over 
12 million views on Youtube, was 
fi rst released.
It precedes “All Is Not Lost”, 
which conveys the same message 
and is just as catchy.
Songs like “Skyscrapers” and “I 
Want You So Bad I Can’t Breathe” 
are provocative, making it clear that 
the band has taken a far less power 
pop direction on this release. 
Where as their fi rst two releases 
were the sound track to slamming 
on the bar of a sawdust-ridden 
dive, this newest album is more for 
the dance hall crowd. 
Listeners won’t be able to help 
but nod and sway along to “End 
Love,” though it’s a completely dif-
ferent genre from rock songs like 
“It’s a Disaster,” “A Million Ways to 
Be Cruel” and “Do What You Want,” 
that make OK Go seem like a re-
embodiment of Cheap Trick.
“Last Leaf” is an honest, heart-
felt acoustic song that proves singer 
Damian Kulash still has all the same 
amazing song-writing talents, and 
yet it has no place on this record. 
At the very least, OK Go should be 
consistent with their dance-driven 
album, and this song simply does 
not fi t. 
“Back From Kathmandu” fi nally 
brings about the big drum beat and 
polyphonic singing that the band 
is known for, but the penultimate 
song, “While You Were Asleep,” will 
put listeners to bed – which will be 
shocking for those who thought 
that the group would never be 
capable of writing boring songs. 
Luckily, the closer, “In Th e Glass” 
is slow and epic, as their closers al-
ways have been.
Of Th e Blue Colour Of Th e Sky 
doesn’t compare to Oh No, but it 
won’t leave a bad taste in listeners’ 
mouths like most of the pop com-
ing out these days. 
Each song sounds like it should 
be a pinch faster and listeners 
could probably do without the ir-
ritating vocal reverb on every track, 
but without question there is an 
unmistakable catchiness to nearly 
every track.
One can only hope that their 
newest release comes out before 
2015, and that they rediscover that 
the power pop songs of the 70s that 
were so good because they lacked 
so much complexity.
Dancing mob hits Baruch
SHIN. L. LIN I THE TICKER
The 36th Annual Caribbean Student Association Cultural Show wowed audiences in Mason Hall on Friday, May 7.
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Catch some Sunshine in the L.E.S.
BY ASHLEY RUDDER
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT
With fi nals right around the cor-
ner, the perfect instant mood lifter 
can be found in the cupcakes at 
Sugar Sweet Sunshine bakery in the 
Lower East Side.
Sugar Sweet Sunshine Bakery 
stands out among the countless 
bakeries in the city by creating a 
blissful collection of cupcakes, 
cakes and pudding. Th e bakery 
opened its doors in 2003 with the 
aim to provide cupcake-lovers and 
dessert fans a place to relax and en-
joy their treats.
Th ere is a wide selection of cup-
cake fl avors, each one with charm-
ing names such as “Th e Bob,” “Black 
& White…just right,” “Lemon Yum-
my” and the “Sassy Red Velvet.” Ev-
ery cupcake is priced at only $1.50, 
so you can try more than one with-
out breaking the bank.
Th e service is quick and the staff  
is friendly and attentive. Th ey tend 
to the many incoming customers 
and are patient when some are still 
undecided about their purchases.
Pleasantly cool, the atmosphere 
resembles a homelike coff eehouse. 
Th e bakers work in the back kitch-
en while customers sit comfortably 
in the small and simple dining area 
in the front.
Th e cupcakes are medium-sized 
and topped with layers of icing. 
One of the stand-out fl avors is 
the “Ooey Gooey,” a chocolate cup-
cake with chocolate almond butter 
cream icing that is simply divine. 
Th e cake is moist with a rich choco-
late fl avor, and its tasty icing makes 
this cupcake a winner.
Th e “Lemon Yummy” cupcake, 
with the powerful lemon butter 
cream icing, is incredibly yummy 
even with the surprisingly powerful 
and unexpected burst of fl avor. Th e 
“Sexy Red Velvet,” with satin but-
tercream icing, is actually a huge 
let down — the cake part is very 
bland and the icing is fl avorless and 
sticky.
Overall, the cupcakes are fi lling 
and the portions reasonable. With 
inexpensive prices, fl avorful and 
fi lling cupcakes, and other delec-
table, appealing dessert options 
available, this bakery is a keeper.
Sugar Sweet Sunshine Bakery 
is located at 126 Rivington St. (be-
tween Essex and Norfolk streets).
BY SABRINA SMITH
NEWS EDITOR
Pick up a hot new  
wardrobe for the heat of 
the summer season.
As the semester ends and the 
weather continues nn its path to 
higher temperatures, it’s time to 
get ready for the latest summer 
fashions.
For the ladies, this season there 
will be a big emphasis on accesso-
ries. But before you dabble into get-
ting those hot items, you must look 
for the perfect outfi t for any sum-
mer occasion.
Th ose of you expecting to dread 
the confi nement of the offi  ce or 
work attire, have no fear because 
fashion has the ability for some 
versatility. Start off  with a pair of 
chic pants (like Forever 21’s Lin-
en Lounge Pants for $22.80) and 
a complimentary cami (such as 
American Eagle’s “Ruff -Front” 
Cami for $10).
Finish off  the look with the right 
cover-up, preferably a “Check Shirt 
Jacket” from Uniqlo ($39.50), Ur-
ban Outfi tters’ “Romantic Clus-
ter Clock” necklace ($28) and the 
Pave Knot Post earrings ($14) will 
add sophistication and poise to the 
look.
Summer means heading out for 
some fun in the sun, so the next 
look will defi nitely be beach-in-
spired. Grab a pair of “Daisy Duke” 
shorts and a simple white tee, but 
don’t forget about the required 
two-piece bathing suit. Aeropostale 
will have everything a girl needs to 
pull off  this outfi t. 
Th e “Edgy Painted Dark” denim 
short ($24.99) and a “Vertical Cali” 
graphic t-shirt completed with a t-
strap sandal ($19.50) is the perfect 
combination. But before you head 
out, make sure you’ve got the “Solid 
Tankini” and the “Solid Belted Boy-
short” ($26.50 each) underneath it 
all. Be sure to rock it out with a pair 
of “Peace Sign” sunglasses ($9.99).
Going from day to night 
shouldn’t be hard at all. For the 
charismatic girls who want to spice 
up the innocence of summer ap-
parel, look for the short, fi tted pe-
tite dresses that will give an edge to 
your personal style. 
Th e “Escalating Ruffl  e Strap-
less” dress from Express ($69.90) 
gives a cute yet unique character-
istic to the modern fi t of the mini-
dress. Its detailed ruffl  es and bright 
color will make any evening one 
to remember. For complimentary 
accessories, get the black “Patent 
Quilted Shoulder Bag” ($10.80), 
“Bows Around” necklace ($7.80) 
and a pair of black P”atent Leath-
erette Peep-Toe” pumps ($22.80). 
Do yourself the favor and fi nd a 
runway to walk on after putting to-
gether this stylish ensemble.
For the guys, the summer wear 
will be all about the shorts and t-
shirt, an appropriate look for the av-
erage male. Head over to Brooklyn 
Industries for the modern-urban 
look that will heighten the layout of 
this simple outfi t.  
Th e “Dreamland Short” ($68) 
and the “Graystone Slub Polo” 
($29.99) are the perfect match, but 
for those guys who want to take it 
up a notch (and don’t mind spend-
ing the big bucks), opt for the “Su-
preme Lumberjack Houndstooth” 
shirt ($118). Fred Perry’s Kingston 
Stripe low-tops ($66) will keep the 
look casual and savvy.  
For the sirs looking to take their 
lady out on a nice date, the evening 
look should consist of the classic 
button-down t-shirt and slim-fi t 
pants. Th e “Levi’s 3D Tux Jean” 
($54) and the “All-Son Solid Mili-
tary” roll-up ($48) will do the trick. 
If you want to be the man, get the 
“Scotch & Soda Straw Fedora” ($32) 












Th e summer is fast-approaching 
and with the season comes many 
new and exciting things to do in the 
New York City art scene. Below are 
a few of the exciting things going on 
for the next three months.
Films:
1. Toy Story 3 — Release Date: 
June 18 
Disney/ Pixar returns with the 
Toy Story franchise in IMAX 3-D. 
After a ten-year break, Andy is 
ready to go off  to college and has 
to decide what to do with his toys. 
New characters join the gang, along 
with the original favorites Woody 
and Buzz.
2. Knight & Day — Release 
date: June 25
Tom Cruise stars in this action 
comedy fi lm, where he plays a spy 
who encounters a lovely woman 
named June Havens, played by 
Cameron Diaz. Th e fi lm focuses on 
the two of them dealing with a love 
/hate relationship, while racing 
against time around the world.
3. Th e Twilight Saga: Eclipse — 
Release Date: June 30
Th is much anticipated drama re-
turns with the characters you love: 
Edward, Bella and Jacob, played by 
Robert Pattinson, Kristen Stewart 
and Taylor Lautner. Th is time they 
have to work together to deal with 
a group of vampires, while dealing 
with their growing love triangle. 
4.  Th e Sorcerer’s Apprentice — 
Release Date: July 16 
Nicolas Cage stars as the sor-
cerer who trains a new apprentice 
while battling evil forces in the Big 
Apple. Th is fi lm should be fi lled 
with action, adventure and fantasy 
as Jerry Bruckheimer, well-known 
for the Pirates of the Caribbean 
movies and other action fl icks, pro-
duces this fi lm.
5. Salt — Release Date: July 23
Angelina Jolie stars in this action 
thriller about a CIA agent named 
Evelyn Salt, accused of being be-
hind a plot to kill the president by 
a Russian informant. Th is movie is 
reminiscent of the Bourne trilogy 




Th is musical comedy, written 
by Neil Simon, is a revival set in the 
early 1960s and featuring music 
by the legendary Burt Bacharach. 
Based on the 1960 Oscar-winning 
fi lm Th e Apartment, this musical 
comedy tells the story of Chuck 
Baxter, played by Sean Hayes, an 
ambitious employee of Consolidat-
ed Life Insurance Company mov-
ing up the corporate ladder. 
Th e show tells the story of how 
he deals with several dilemmas, 
including a relationship with the 
lovely Kristin Chenoweth’s charac-
ter. 
2. Million Dollar Quartet
Picture Memphis, Tennessee, 
on Dec. 4, 1956, where four rock ‘n’ 
roll legends — Elvis Presley, Jerry 
Lee Lewis, Johnny Cash and Carl 
Perkins — were under one roof 
forming the Million Dollar Quartet. 
Th e show follows the artists hav-
ing a jam session, while their pro-
ducer and manager, Sam Phillips, 
watches them make history. Th e 
show does not have big-name stars, 
but its content and music make it a 
must-see. 
3. Th e Addams Family
Th e cartoons of Charles Addams 
come to life in this musical com-
edy featuring charm and an all-star 
cast. Broadway veterans Nathan 
Lane and Bebe Newirth play the 
lead couple of Gomez and Morticia. 
Th e show centers on their daughter 
Wednesday, who is now 18 and has 
a boyfriend who she reluctantly 
introduces to her “normal” family. 
Watching the craziness unfold will 
have audiences laughing from start 
to fi nish.
4. American Idiot
Th is new musical is a rock op-
era that features a musical score by 
Green Day, which includes all the 
songs from their albums American 
Idiot and 21st Century Breakdown. 
Th e show follows a group of friends 
after the Sept. 11 tragedy and you 
get to see how they struggle through 
the everyday challenges of life. 
5. Lend Me A Tenor
Th is play returns to Broadway 
after 20 years, now directed by the 
amazing actor, Stanley Tucci. Th e 
play has characters constantly run-
ning into each other on stage and 
numerous actions happening all at 
once, adding to the suspense and 
hilarity of the show.
Exhibits:
1. Th e King Tut Exhibit at the 
Discovery Times Square Exposi-
tion on All Summer
“Tutankhamun and the Gold-
en Age of the Pharaohs” focuses 
on the 18th Dynasty, a 100-year pe-
riod when Egypt was at the height 
of its power and the “golden age” of 
Egyptian artistry, where Tutankha-
mun and his ancestors reigned. 
Th is exhibit holds over 130 extraor-
dinary artifacts from the tomb of 
Tutankhamun and other ancient 
Egyptian sites. Make sure not to 
miss this special showcase because 
after this stop to New York City it 
will return to Egypt for good. Go to 
www.kingtut.org for more informa-
tion.
2.  Pablo Picasso Art Pieces at 
Th e Metropolitan Museum of Art 
from April 27 to Aug. 1
Th is exhibition has 300 works, 
including all of his paintings, draw-
ings, sculptures and ceramics. Th e 
museum is hosting all of the pieces 
from his periods, which has yet to 
be seen in its entirely. Visit www.
metmuseum.org.
3. Shakespeare In Th e Park at 
the Delacorte Th eater in Central 
Park from June 9 till Aug. 1
Every summer, New York City 
provides a showing of the great 
works of the legendary playwright 
William Shakespeare and features 
some prominent celebrities. 
Th is year the two plays are “Th e 
Winter’s Tale “and “Th e Merchant 
of Venice.” Some of the stars you 
will see are: Al Pacino (Scarface), 
Jesse Tyler Ferguson (Modern Fam-
ily), Linda Emond (Julie & Julia) 
and Jesse L. Martin (Law and Or-
der). Go to www.publictheater.org-
for ticket information. 
4. Broadway in Bryant Park — 
Every Th ursday, 12:30 p.m. to 1:30 
p.m., starting July 8 to Aug. 12
Check Bryantpark.org in June 
for more details. 
5. Free Concerts by your fa-
vorite artists every Friday morn-
ing provided by NBC’s Th e Today 
Show and ABC’s Good Morning 
America.




1. Lady Gaga Th e Monster Ball 
at Madison Square Garden — July 
6, 7 and 9
2. Ringo Starr and His All Star 
Band at Radio City Music Hall — 
July 7
3. Jack Johnson 
at Madison Square Garden — 
July 14 
4. Rihanna’s Last Girl on Earth 
Tour featuring Ke$ha at Madison 
Square Garden — Aug. 10
5. Conan O’Brien’s Legally 
Prohibited From Being Funny on 
Television Tour at Radio City Mu-
sic Hall on June 1 and 2 
A Guide To Summer Arts in New York City
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Deitch Gallery in SOHO goes out with a bang
BY YAPHET MURPHY
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Th e wrecking ball is already 
making swift work of demolish-
ing the former site of the Deitch 
Projects gallery on the corner of 
Grand Avenue and West Broadway 
in SoHo. Th e huge studio in Long 
Island City closed two months ago, 
making the gallery at 18 Wooster 
the last space standing in the Dei-
tch Projects inventory.
Th rough the month of May, it 
will host the works of political-ac-
tivist artist Shepard Fairey, the last 
show to be exhibited in the Deitch 
Projects history. By June 1, Deitch 
Projects will conclude its 15-year 
run as a game-changing art gallery 
whose out-of-the-ordinary market-
ing strategies revolutionized the art 
culture in New York City.
Deitch Projects didn’t fall vic-
tim to cold winds in the economic 
climate. To the contrary, by all ac-
counts it has been nothing but a 
success. But such success comes 
with off ers, and founder and owner 
Jeff rey Deitch has fi nally found an 
off er he is willing to accept. Next 
month, after the Deitch Projects 
galleries all close, he will head to 
Los Angeles to become the director 
of MOCA, the Museum of Contem-
porary Art.
It is Deitch’s ability to spot young 
emerging talent that probably led 
to his appointment as director at 
MOCA. During his tenure as direc-
tor of Deitch Projects, he has repre-
sented the highly recognized artists 
Keith Haring, Kehinde Wiley and 
Shepard Fairey, as well as dozens 
of lesser-known artists whose work 
holds the same potential for super-
stardom.
Th e Deitch Projects gallery con-
ception was an experiment that 
also incorporated performance art. 
Fischerspooner, a local music, 
dance, fashion, design and pho-
tography group, became part of the 
stable of artists represented by the 
gallery, as did Th e Citizen’s Band, a 
self-branded sociopolitical vaude-
ville troupe.
Deitch Projects was masterful 
at gaining exposure for its artists 
in ways that increased the cultural 
cache and currency. Over the years, 
the art industry elites, art admir-
ers, and starving artists and their 
friends were all welcomed into the 
gallery — a social pot mixing that 
recognized the value that each par-
ty brought with it in making the art 
market sizzle and soar.
Deitch Projects also showed 
great sensibility and adeptness in 
taking the art out of the galleries 
straight to the cultural taste-mak-
ers who could, and often would, 
turn an artist or act into a house-
hold name.
In 2006, in one audacious move, 
Deitch Projects paired with others 
to carry out an Art Parade up West 
Broadway, a spectacle featuring 
costumed performers parading 
along with fantastical props and 
fl oats. Th e event was a publicity 
powerhouse, leading Deitch to re-
stage it in 2007 and 2008.
Taking controversial artists 
into his fold was also part of the 
non-traditional approach Deitch 
employed. Haring, who practiced 
graffi  ti in the subways, was just one 
artist with revolutionary, contro-
versial or “statement” work whom 
Deitch embraced. Fairey, dubbed 
a “street artist,” whose work now 
fi lls the entire hanger-like space on 
Wooster Street, is one of the latest.
Fairey is best known for the 
colorful Obama “HOPE” series of 
collages that were circulating ev-
erywhere during campaign season 
and landed on the cover of Time 
magazine after the election. In this 
exhibit, he takes his signature style 
and applies it to other revolution-
ary fi gures in a show called “May 
Day.” Th e latest cover his work 
graces, Time Out New York, timed 
to coincide with his opening week 
at the gallery.
Th e Wooster Street space, an 
atmosphere of white with exposed 
beams, wooden fl oors and wide 
walls, is perfect for contemplating 
the largesse of Fairey’s achieve-
ment. Icons are rendered more 
iconic with Fairey’s use of collage 
and color, each complete with in-
sertions of his signature elements. 
Th ese include the fi ve-pointed 
star with a face in the middle, the 
clamshell waves, paisley patterns, 
World War II-era government pro-
paganda and Russian Constructivist 
styling. His art reminds, provokes, 
criticizes, satirizes and elevates in-
dividuals in majestic grandeur. He-
roic, revolutionary fi gures profi led 
in this series include Cornell West, 
Muhammad Ali, Aung San Sui Kyi, 
the Burmese woman held in home 
arrest for over a decade, and the 
Dalai Lama.
Iconoclastic artists and musi-
cians, another favorite of Fairey’s, 
result in illustrations of Bob Dylan, 
Jimi Hendrix, Jean-Michel Basquiat 
and, in a tribute, Haring. Dozens of 
other collages line the walls, each 
one fascinating and diff erent in its 
own way. In the back, four larger-
than-life murals stand, replicas of 
the quartet currently showing on 
a Deitch Projects wall at the north-
west corner of Houston Street and 
the Bowery. Th ese are priced at 
$75,000 each.
On the Deitch website, Fairey 
thoroughly explains his use of the 
term “May Day” and its connec-
tions to revolution, struggle and the 
face of impending doom. Cultur-
ally, the show has already proven 
its popularity. At a book signing on 
May 3 at Barnes & Noble in Tribe-
ca for a new work containing the 
memoirs of Haring, Deitch, with 
Fairey in attendance, said, “A lot of 
people told me this was the biggest 
opening in the history of commer-
cial galleries in New York. [On Sat-
urday] there could have been 5,000 
people there.”
At the event, Fairey said, “I hope 
that because of my art young peo-
ple think that they can make art 
that inspires people too.”
Deitch Projects Gallery and 




After the release of Minus the 
Bear’s fourth record Planet of Ice, 
many long-time fans of the band 
were left confused. Having altered 
their sound in such a way that 
caused the album to be consid-
ered by many to be their weakest 
release to date, the band needed to 
make a fi fth album that would blow 
people’s minds and redeem their 
reputation.
With the release of their newest 
record, Omni, they did just that; 
not only did they impress even the 
harshest of critics, but they recre-
ated their sound in such a way that 
Planet of Ice may no longer appear 
to be a mistake.
Omni opens with the synth-
heavy dance track, “My Time,” 
which has a funk component that 
can be heard throughout the rest 
of the album. Following this are 
tracks like “Secret Country” and 
“Hold Me Down,” which blend the 
hard-hitting guitar lines that Mi-
nus the Bear is best known for with 
the softer, more piano-based side 
the band showed on Planet of Ice, 
turning what was hailed by some as 
a disaster into something that can 
now be considered genius.
One of the album’s highlights 
is the sexy, sultry track “Excuses.” 
Featuring a stellar vocal perfor-
mance from Jake Snider, the lyr-
ics refl ect a sense of romance that 
perfectly compliments the song’s 
eerie, yet passionate tone.
Another highlight is the elec-
tronic track “Animal Backwards.” 
Th e pulsing beat and whimsical 
vocal harmonies nearly perfect the 
sound the band was going for on 
the record, making it a track easy 
to put on repeat and dance to all 
night. It is almost certain to be a 
party hit for even the hippest of the 
Brooklynites.
Keeping up with the steamy 
sound showcased on “Excuses,” 
Omni continues with “Into the 
Mirror.” Focusing on a haunting 
keyboard hook and built upon by 
cascading guitar lines, “Into the 
Mirror” also features a female guest 
vocalist, Rachel Flotard; her vo-
cals fi t perfectly aside Snider’s and 
help to create what could be hailed 
as the track on Omni that is most 
likely to have listeners on the dance 
fl oor. 
While listening to Omni in its 
entirety, it is extremely diffi  cult to 
fi nd a single fl aw. However, noth-
ing is perfect, and unfortunately, 
the album proves this with “Sum-
mer Angel.” While it is by no means 
terrible, the song simply does not 
seem up to par in comparison to 
the rest of the record. It attempts to 
fi nd its own groove, but instead, it 
displays an overly repetitive chorus 
and lacks any elements of surprise 
or change.
Overall, it is clear that Minus 
the Bear’s eff orts on Omni have 
brought them back to the top of 
their game. Th e album can easily 
be considered some of their best 
work to date, proving that in some 
cases, it takes a short fall from grace 
to create something that is truly 
beautiful. Whether that’s always 
the truth or not, it seems to be the 
story for Minus the Bear. Let’s just 
hope that the group does not take 
another dive, and continues to re-
main Seattle’s fi nest for decades to 
come.
Minus the Bear masters their fifth album
BELIEFNET.COM
“Aung San Suu Kyi” by Shepard Fairey is now showing at Deitch Gallery.
BY HSI CHAN
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
At fi rst glance, Jamie T appears 
to be just another British musician 
crooning with a thick, sometimes 
indecipherable and always pre-
tentious London accent. But when 
with the bass and drums swell-
ing, he suddenly explodes and 
drops the verse: “Better the devil 
you know/Confess, I guess I was 
the lesser of two evils/Convalesce 
about the stress the test caused/
Had me up on the board/Now I’m 
chairman of the board/I’m coming 
back for sequels.” Suddenly, he be-
comes much more interesting.
After all, Jamie T isn’t your typi-
cal artist. He drops as many verses 
as he sings and sometimes he does 
both simultaneously. He dabbles in 
hip-hop, pop, punk rock and even 
reggae, just to name a few. It shows 
in his albums: the songs are eclec-
tic and the rhythms are hardly ever 
the same.
Still, while he might be a bloody 
mess when it comes to categoriza-
tion, Jamie T has become a distinct 
entity by transcending the outlines 
of musical genre. “I like to do what-
ever I want,” Jamie T said in an inter-
view with Observer Music Monthly. 
“I’m not watching anyone else, I’m 
not trying to fi t into any box.”
Born Jamie Treays in 1986 in 
Wimbledon, South London, he 
made a splash in Britain’s music 
scene when he won the 2007 Best 
Solo Artist Shockwave NME Award, 
beating out Lily Allen, Jarvis Cocker 
of Pulp and Th om Yorke of Radio-
head. Having released two albums, 
Panic Prevention and Kings and 
Queens, since his win, music critics 
and fans alike have hailed him as 
the poster child of the post-millen-
nial, bedroom-based hit maker. 
Th is year, he beat out Lady Gaga 
and Julian Casablancas to take the 
Best Solo Artist award at the Shock-
wave NME Awards.
His wins are deserved. Like 
the Arctic Monkeys, his lyrics are 
haunting and vivid, yet coarse. His 
rhythms, like Th e Clash’s, are unre-
lenting. In Kings and Queens, Jamie 
T drifts from the serious “Bullets 
fl ying overhead/hear them through 
the walls as you lie in bed” in “Ho-
cus Pocus,” to the light-hearted 
“He’s dizzy for Lizzy, I’m dizzy 
generally/scapegoated by a girl be-
friended me” in “Chaka Demus.”
In 2007, Jamie T’s fi rst album, 
Panic Prevention, was nominated 
for the Mercury Prize. In “Sheila,” 
one of the standouts in the album, 
he explores the lives of drunks, ad-
dicts and gangsters. Even when the 
song ends, the line “I say giggidibi-
gidiup just another day/another 
sad story, that’s tragedy/paramedic 
announced death at 10:30/rip it up 
kick it to spit up the views” lingers 
in the back of the mind.
Th e 24-year-old still lives near 
his parent’s house in Wimbledon 
and collaborates with Ben Bones, 
a friend’s brother. His life peeks 
through in his songs, like on “Sticks 
and Stones,” a track reminiscing on 
childhood friends. His passion for 
music, in fact, started in a friend’s 
fl at. He hides little from his listen-
ers. In fact, Panic Prevention was 
aptly named for Jamie T’s panic at-
tacks.
Not surprisingly, these panic at-
tacks do not faze him. “I’ve come 
to the conclusion that I’m happy 
having [panic attacks],” said Jamie 
T in an interview with Time Out 
Magazine. “It’s part of who I am. 
When I get anxious, I have prob-
lems, like thinking I’m going to bite 
my tongue off  or fi nding it hard to 
walk. Simple things become in-
credibly hard. I get problems with 
fainting, confusion, not being able 
to use my hands properly. I’ve had 
it for the last fi ve years, although I 
think I’ve had a bit of it all of my life. 
But, y’know, everyone’s a bit f*cked 
up.” Indeed.
Breaking rules with Jamie T
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Learn to say  
goodbye to anxiety 
during fi nal exams
Anxiety is a normal part of life. 
Various things can cause us to feel 
anxious. Th is time of year, with fi -
nals around the corner, one of the 
most common forms of anxiety is 
test anxiety.
Final exams can sometimes 
make or break your semester. 
Th ough you are probably anxious 
about your fi nals as you read this, 
there is still time to prepare and 
manage your test anxiety. Accord-
ing to Testtakingtips.com, there are 
various things you can do before 
and during your test in order to 
make yourself better prepared for 
the task at hand.
With fi nals nearing, you should 
have already started managing 
your time so that you have enough 
time to study. Make sure you go to 
the last scheduled class right before 
the test as your professor may give 
out tips about how the test will be 
structured. You should take notes 
and ask questions about any con-
cepts that may be confusing to you. 
If you can anticipate what will be 
on the test and how it will be asked, 
you’ll feel more relaxed. 
Next, you should go over previ-
ous quizzes, homework, review ma-
terial, the textbook and class notes. 
You can also go see your professor 
during offi  ce hours for additional 
help. If the subject is demanding, 
create a study group and have your 
peers help you as you help them.
One cru-
cial tip: don’t 
try to pull an 
all-nighter. If 
you can’t stay 
awake, you 
won’t be able 
pay attention 
and think criti-
cally during the 
test. On the day 
of the exam, try 
to show up early 
before the test starts and relax by 
taking deep breaths. Don’t try to go 
over all the material, if you haven’t 
learned it by now, you’re not going 
to learn it in 15 minutes.
As you take the test, keep a posi-
tive attitude and try to stay relaxed. 
Baruch has a very strict cheating 
policy, so keep your eyes on your 
own paper. You don’t want to be 
accused of cheating and cause 
unnecessary trouble for yourself. 
When you receive your test, brief-
ly skim the entire test so that you 
know how to manage your time. 
Pace yourself. Don’t rush, but also 
don’t take all the time in the world. 
Do the easiest problems fi rst. Th is 
way, you can devote more time on 
harder questions. Read the entire 
question and look for keywords in 
both the question and the possible 
answers. If you don’t know an an-
swer, skip it and come back to it 
later. Don’t worry if others fi nish 
before you, just be aware of your 
own pacing.
If you have time left, look over 
your test. Make sure that you have 
answered all the questions and only 
change an answer if you misread 
the question because the fi rst an-
swer you put is usually the correct 
one. Also, watch out for careless 
mistakes and proofread your essay 
and/or short answer questions.
Take these tips into consider-
ation and do your best on your ex-
ams. Good luck!
Written by a staff  member at PAWS, 
this weekly column will focus on dif-
ferent health issues that aff ect Ba-
ruch students. If you have any ques-
tions or comments, please contact 




Ramzi Khuri, a physics professor 
at Baruch College, recently received 
the Distinguished Teaching Award 
from Baruch College. Th e award 
is given out to professors whose 
commitment and achievements in 
teaching have had a positive im-
pact on students in the school.
Th e Ticker interviewed Profes-
sor Khuri to fi nd out more about his 
educational philosophy. Portions 
of the interview are only available 
online.
Th e Ticker: How did you take 
the news when you found out that 
you were receiving the award?
Khuri: I was very happy to hear 
that I would be receiving this award. 
It’s a great honor.
Why is science education so 
important? As a theoretical phys-
icist, how do you relate your re-
search to your students?
Science education is extremely 
important for so many reasons. Sci-
ence plays a central role in civiliza-
tion. You cannot have a complete 
education without a good under-
standing of this role. Scientifi c lit-
eracy is something that should be 
emphasized much more at all levels 
of education, starting in elementa-
ry school. As a theoretical physicist, 
I try to convey to my students the 
power and beauty of science, the 
scientifi c method and the scientifi c 
way of thinking.
What brought you to Baruch 
College? As Baruch is known pri-
marily for its business programs, 
what was attractive about this 
CUNY school?
I gave my very fi rst physics con-
ference talk at Baruch in 1991, when 
I was still a graduate student. I was 
very nervous at the time, but my 
good friend and mentor, Professor 
Sultan Catto, insisted that I give the 
talk. I loved everything about Ba-
ruch: the students, the faculty and 
the whole setup. Th e urban campus 
in the heart of NYC was a refreshing 
change from the more typical, iso-
lated college locations. While it is 
certainly true that Baruch is known 
for its business program, Baruch 
has always had top-rate scientists. 
My senior physics colleagues, Pro-
fessors Sultan Catto and Peter Or-
land, are both fi rst-rate physicists 
and two of the most creative indi-
viduals I’ve ever known. Some of 
their ideas were “rediscovered” de-
cades later by others. In addition, 
Baruch scientists are all part of a 
single department of natural sci-
ences including physicists, chem-
ists, biologists and, more recently, 
environmental scientists. Th is al-
lows for interdisciplinary interac-
tion rarely seen at a university.
What was the most inspiring 
thing a teacher has ever said to 
you? Was that the moment you 
realized you had a passion for 
physics?
I was extremely fortunate to 
have a wonderful teacher, Profes-
sor Nabil Sukhun, as my physics 
teacher for the last two years of 
high school. His enthusiasm for 
physics and science in general was 
truly infectious. He would bring in 
a demo to almost every class and 
really made his students feel that 
doing and teaching science was the 
greatest thing in the world. He was 
also a very kind person who helped 
many students get started on suc-
cessful careers. I had always loved 
mathematics, but after taking phys-
ics with Professor Sukhun, I came 
to understand that in theoretical 
physics I could combine math-
ematics with studying the natural 
world. I am very fortunate in being 
able to do this for a career.
What is the most important 
but simple concept that you think 
students can take away from you?
Love your work. Never pursue a 
career that is only a job to you. Th is 
way, neither you nor your work will 
ever grow old.
BY KERRI JAREMA
ARTS & STYLE EDITOR
An April 20 explosion at a BP rig 
in the Gulf of Mexico has resulted 
in a massive oil spill with endless 
devastating environmental and 
economic impacts. 
According to Th e Wall Street 
Journal, an estimated 5,000 barrels 
of oil a day have been spewing into 
the Gulf of Mexico since the explo-
sion, threatening the fragile estu-
aries, bays and wetlands that are 
home to a diverse array of species 
including plants, algae, fi sh and 
mammals.
“Th is is likely to be the most dev-
astating oil spill of our time,” said 
Chester Zarnoch, an environmen-
tal science professor from Baruch 
College.  He also maintains that its 
eff ects will be far-reaching and dev-
astating. 
“Oil on the surface will likely 
aff ect seabirds as well as marine 
mammals and turtles. Probably 
more signifi cant is the oil dispers-
ing under the surface where it’ll 
have the greatest eff ects on juve-
nile fi sh and invertebrates espe-
cially those that are in their larval 
stages. Some fi sh species may also 
succumb to the dispersing oil if it 
clogs their gills,” Zarnoch said in an 
e-mail.
Zarnoch also maintained that 
there would be many long-term 
eff ects of the spill, including the 
bioaccumulation of the oil com-
ponents called PAHs, or Polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons, in the ma-
rine life. 
“Th ese oil components are 
transferred through the food chain 
magnifying in concentration as it 
moves up through the trophic [or] 
feeding levels. If the concentration 
of some component — [the] PAHs 
— reaches a certain level in fi sh it 
may negatively aff ect humans who 
eat this fi sh. Th erefore these fi sh 
will no longer be suitable for hu-
man consumption.”
Th e spill has also impacted the 
Gulf economy, which experts esti-
mate will top more than $13 billion 
including cleanup, losses to tour-
ism, the shut down of signifi cant 
oyster and shrimp fi sheries as well 
as commercial and recreational 
fi shing.
Th e oil spill is the result of the 
collapse of the Deepwater Horizon 
Rig. As it sank, the rig dragged the 
riser with it, bending it and caus-
ing three leaks in the pipe, which 
caused the leakage. 
Currently, the government’s 
main priority is cleaning up the 
spill, which may extend to the At-
lantic Ocean if wind conditions 
and ocean currents change. Th ree 
diff erent cleanup options are cur-
rently being explored.
BP is trying to stop the leaks by 
using robot submarines to close a 
massive shut-off  valve, which has 
so far been unsuccessful. Th eir oth-
er options are to construct a con-
crete and steel dome structure that 
would contain the oil underneath, 
allowing it to be piped up to ships 
on the surface. BP is also consider-
ing drilling a relief well to squeeze 
shut the leak in the original well. 
However, the former two op-
tions would take several months to 
complete, which is time that BP, the 
fi shing industries in the area, and 
the various marine life that are in 
danger from this massive spill can’t 
aff ord to lose. 
Science & Technology
The oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico has already had an enormous economic and environmental impact on the entire area.
Spill in Gulf ‘most devestating’ of our time
Q&A session with Dr. Ramzi Khuri
BOSTON.COM
PICASA.COM
Dr. Ramzi Khuri recently received the Distinguished Teaching Award from Baruch.
PAWS Laws:
CLEMENTE DIAZ
PAWS Health and 
Wellness Counselor
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BY JAHN GOLDEN
WEBMASTER
Infi nity Ward, the developers 
of the hit video game, Call of Duty 
Modern Warfare 2, is at the center 
of a giant legal battle with Activi-
sion Blizzard.
Th e turmoil began when In-
fi nity Ward President/CCO Jason 
West and CEO/studio head Vince 
Zampella were unexpectedly ter-
minated in late March, with West’s 
Facebook status listed as, “Jason 
West is drinking. Also, no longer 
employed.”
According to Activision Blizzard, 
both were released as a result of 
“breaches of contract and insubor-
dination.” In response, the two em-
ployees fi led suit against Activision, 
claiming that the company had 
been withholding royalties. Th ey 
also founded another development 
studio, Respawn Entertainment, 
and sought fi nancial backing from 
Activision Blizzard’s biggest com-
petitor, Electronics Arts.
Infi nity Ward is now the sub-
ject of an exodus, with another 38 
Infi nity Ward employees joining 
their suit against Activision Bliz-
zard, as the Infi nity Ward Employee 
Group. Th ose who have left Activi-
sion range from lead designers to 
low-level programmers. Only 17 
employees are still actively working 
in the company and are said to be 
held there as a result of their em-
ployment contracts.
IWEG claims that Activision 
Blizzard refused to give the employ-
ees their due royalties for the sales 
of Call of Duty Modern Warfare 2. 
Th eir suit asks for $75 to $125 mil-
lion in compensatory damages that 
are owed to the employees, and an-
other $500 million more in punitive 
damages.
During a quarterly earnings re-
port, Activision Blizzard CEO Bob-
by Kotick said that “…approximate-
ly 35 others have resigned, and it is 
likely a few more people will leave 
as well.”
Even with the loss of Infi nity 
Ward, Activision Blizzard has taken 
steps to continue the momentum 
of the Call of Duty franchise. While 
Call of Duty was originally created 
by Infi nity Ward, developer Treyark 
has begun handling some of the 
workload. 
Treyark’s fi rst Call of Duty title 
proved to be a moderate success, 
becoming the second best-selling 
game for November 2008. While 
Treyark does not have Infi nity 
Ward’s background, they may be 
able to prolong the life of the series. 
Th eir next game in the series, Call 
of Duty: Black Ops, is scheduled to 
be released in November.
In addition, Activision has also 
created another studio, Sledge-
hammer Games, to fi ll the gap left 
by the ex-Infi nity Ward employees.
Despite this chaos, Activision 
is reporting strong fi rst quarter 
growth, with a 33 percent increase 
in revenue. Th ese earnings are 
largely attributed to the ongoing 
success of Call of Duty Modern 
Warfare 2 and Blizzard’s World of 
Warcraft.
However, with so much talent 
and even possible funding from 
the EA Partners Program, Respawn 
Entertainment’s next project will 
likely garner a lot of attention. 
Call of Duty: Lawsuit Warfare
YOUREMGN.COM
Former employees of Infi nity Ward, the developers of Call of Duty Modern Warfare, are suing publisher Activision Blizzard.
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According to seis- 
mologists, New York 




It might seem far-fetched, but 
seismologists have registered over 
14 earthquakes in an area around 
Albany this year. While the quakes 
were small and posed no danger to 
anyone, there is some concern that 
New York State will not be prepared 
for a larger one.
“Partly it’s a curiosity, an aca-
demic exercise, because this is 
not where we expect to fi nd earth-
quakes in New York, so we want to 
learn what’s going on,” said William 
M. Kelly, a New York state geolo-
gist, in an interview with Th e New 
York Times. “But then it feeds into 
the larger question of earthquakes 
in New York and the Northeast, 
which are really not all that well 
understood, which leads to what 
can this tell us about what might be 
coming?
While Albany may seem far, a 
study done in 2008 predicted that 
an earthquake further south, like in 
New York City, could be devastat-
ing. In fact, New York City is ranked 
the eleventh most vulnerable city 
and New York State is ranked fourth 
most vulnerable to state damage.
Scientists have known for a 
while about faults located in New 
York City. One fault can even be 
found in Manhattan at 125 Street. 
A magnitude 6 quake, which takes 
place approximately every 670 
years, could result in $39-197 bil-
lion of damage.
Th e Indian Point Nuclear power 
plants, only 24 miles north of the 
city, sits on top of 2 faults. Accord-
ing to the seismologists, the facility 
is not designed to withstand large 
earthquakes.
Other infrastructure like gas 
lines and commuter rail lines could 
also pose a risk to New Yorkers in 
the event of an earthquake. Accord-
ing to Art Lerner Lam, an associate 
director at Columbia University’s 
Lamont-Doherty Earth Observa-
tory, policymakers need to develop 
more information on the region’s 
vulnerability while strengthening 
critical infrastructure.
“We need to step backward 
from the simple old model, where 
you worry about one large, obvi-
ous fault, like they do in California,” 
said Leonardo Seeber in a Colum-
bia University Earth Institute press 
release. “Th e problem here comes 
from many subtle faults. We now 
see there is earthquake activity on 
them. Each one is small, but when 
you add them up, they are probably 
more dangerous than we thought. 
We need to take a very close look.”
NY earthquake zone
MAPS.GOOGLE.COM
New York City is the 11 most vulnerable 
city to earthquakes in the United States.
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Soccer fans everywhere are 
gearing up for the 2010 FIFA 
World Cup in South Africa. Fans 
of the No. 14 ranked U.S. team 
won’t have to wait long to see 
them begin their trek to the cup 
with their fi rst match coming 
against their fellow Group C 
competitor, No. 9 ranked Eng-
land. 
One obvious key player for 
the U.S. is midfi elder Landon 
Donovan, one of the country’s 
most celebrated players and the 
all-time leader in scoring and 
assists, with the most caps of all 
active players.
One under-the-radar-player 
is winger Clint Dempsey who, 
on closer inspection, seems to 
be on the track to becoming one 
of the world’s best goal scorers. 
Dempsey has proven himself 
to be a real asset for Fulham in 
the English Premier League, re-
cently coming from a goal down 
to beat Hamburg 2 - 1 to reach 
the Europa League fi nal. He 
also scored the only goal during 
the U.S. team’s short World Cup 
appearance in 2006. All signs 
point to Dempsey stepping 
up and taking the reigns along 
with Donovan to lead the team, 
becoming another asset that 
coach Bob Bradley can count 
on to keep them in contention.
Th e one major concern for 
the U.S. is their injuries. Defend-
er Oguchi Onyewu is coming off  
of months-long rehab for a torn 
patellar tendon, midfi elder Stu-
art Holden’s fractured his right 
fi bula and striker Charlie Da-
vies, whose car crash in Febru-
ary kept him in the hospital for 
months, is recuperating from a 
broken right femur and tibia, 
broken left elbow, facial frac-
tures, and a lacerated bladder.
Th e team has maintained, 
however, that both Oneywu 
and Davies might fi nd their way 
onto to the active roster and that 
there are enough good players 
to keep the U.S. from drowning 
against England.
England is the current fa-
vorite to win the group and are 
the U.S. team’s biggest obstacle. 
With the fact that the top two 
teams from each group move 
on, there is no reason why the 
U.S. can’t advance to the knock 
out stage. Th eir other two oppo-
nents in the group, No. 26 ranked 
Algeria and No. 31 ranked Slo-
venia, won’t necessarily off er 
them cakewalks, but there is no 
contest when it comes to talent 
and experience.
Once the U.S. gets to the 
knockout stage, it’s anyone’s 
guess how they will progress 
based on the draw. Th ey will 
most likely face No. 6 ranked 
Germany in the second round, 
which is considered a heavy-
weight player and a favorite to 
win the cup.
Th e U.S. team will have a 
tough road ahead of them from 
the start, but it would be foolish 
to count them out just yet. With 
a little intensity, the team may 
even make it past Germany, 
where world powerhouse Ar-
gentina will be waiting in the 
wings.
BY LILLIAN RIZZO 
MANAGING EDITOR
Andrea Tepfer has spent more 
than half of her life on the mound 
and she couldn’t imagine it any 
other way. Baruch’s ace pitcher 
started playing ball when she was 
eight years old after her father 
signed her up for a little league 
team. She started pitching a year 
later by default; her team was in 
need of a pitcher and picked her 
to throw the ball. “I was terrible, I 
couldn’t throw a strike for my life.”
Little did she know she would 
be leading her college team to the 
playoff s over a decade later.
Tepfer’s father played baseball 
his whole life and she remembers 
going to his games as a kid. When 
she picked up the sport he became 
her personal coach and it is still that 
way until this day. “After the game 
we talk about every single moment 
and every single pitch,” she said. 
But what kept Tepfer in the 
game was the art of pitching itself. 
Although it took a ton of practice, 
working with coaches and going to 
clinics, Tepfer developed a skill that 
had various CUNY colleges trying 
to recruit her. “Why pitching? You 
have control of the game and it can 
go however you want it to.” 
Th e junior hails from Staten Is-
land, the breeding ground for some 
of the City’s best softball players. 
She started her high school career 
at softball powerhouse St. Joseph 
by-the-sea, and after two years 
transferred to Susan Wagner HS. 
She immediately started on the 
varsity team and by her senior year 
CSI’s long time softball coach, Stel-
la Porto, was off ering her a place on 
the Dolphins.
Initially Tepfer’s coach at Wag-
ner nudged her to continue her 
career on the Island; CSI has one of 
CUNY’s best softball programs and 
it was just a stone’s throw from her 
home. 
But that was exactly why Tepfer 
wanted to change boroughs. Not 
only did the athletics attract her, 
but she was impressed by Baruch’s 
academics and felt it was a better 
fi t. Plus it was an excuse to leave 
Staten Island and start playing with 
and against new teams.
At Baruch she was attracted to 
Zicklin and is now a small business 
management major. 
“I’ve always been a very team 
oriented person with softball,” said 
Tepfer. “Management is the work-
ing aspect in the corporate world 
with that aspect.” 
But Tepfer wouldn’t view life 
through the eyes of a ball player if 
it were not for the single aspect of 
pitching. 
“If it wasn’t for pitching I would 
have a totally diff erent outlook on 
the game,” she said. “I don’t know 
if I’d get the same feeling if I wasn’t 
a pitcher.”
Her skill is her defi ning place 
on the team that fi nished in the top 
seed of the CUNY Athletic Confer-
ence.
“She has that approach, she al-
ways wants the ball,” said assistant 
coach Anthony Rodriguez. “She is 
never satisfi ed, she is always want-
ing to do better and that’s why she 
has been so successful.” 
Tepfer has been named a CUNY 
All-Star for the past three years in 
a row. She was Rookie of the Year 
in 2008, Pitcher of the Year of 2009 
and was named an All Star last week 
while fi nishing second to Danielle 
Ponsiglione for the title of CUNYAC 
Pitcher of the Year. 
But that doesn’t damper the 
ace’s spirit. She is already working 
to be next year’s CUNYAC Pitcher of 
the Year for herself and her team.
“I like the chemistry of our team, 
that is hard to fi nd,” she said. “I’ve 
been on teams without it and they 
are just cliques.”
Tepfer also says she has met 
some of her best friends on this 
team and admires her fellow team-
mates and captains. “I like being 
co-captain (with junior Michelle 
Runko and senior Melissa Pena) 
because we all bring diff erent 
strengths to the team. My strength 
is I lead by example.”
Rodriguez notes that Tepfer is a 
diff erent person on and off  of the 
fi eld; on the mound she is the pic-
ture of a serious athlete and off  of it 
she is the team clown. He also says 
he sees her as a future Baruch hall 
of famer.
“She’s one of the best pitchers 
I’ve ever seen or played with,” said 
sophomore and teammate Melanie 
Pellegrino in an e-mail. “She plays 
with so much heart.”
BY KERRI JAREMA
ARTS & STYLE EDITOR
While the Bearcat teams make and break re-
cords in basketball, softball, tennis, swimming, 
volleyball and track, another team has quietly 
been working its way up the ranks to become a 
valuable sports competitor — in table tennis. 
Baruch’s table tennis team was established in 
fall 2008 by seniors Gary Ng and Andrew Yeun 
as a table tennis club. After gathering to-
gether some enthusiasts they decided to 
participate in the National Collegiate 
Table Tennis Association competition. 
Ng remembers that the team’s fi rst at-
tempt at the competition was not so 
successful.
“We were the least prepared 
group. We had no uniforms. We 
had no proper training from 
coaches. We were [just] a 
group of friends who decid-
ed to play on a higher level. 
Needless to say, we got 
obliterated during our fi rst 
competition by elite schools 
such as NYU, Columbia, Yale 
[and] Rutgers,” said Ng, who 
is captain of the team, in 
an e-mail. 
After this harsh 




m e n t . Th ey added 
n u m e r o u s players to 
their team in- cluding: junior 
Guido Tay-Lee, who trained with 
the Columbian Table Tennis National 
Team; freshman Kevin Lee, of the United States 
Junior Olympics Table Tennis Team; sophomore 
Jike Sun, who trained for the Beijing National 
Table Tennis Tea; and, the team’s “best player” 
according to Ng, freshman Scott Lurty.
Once the personnel had been recruited, the 
team was ready to try competing again and they 
went in full force.
Th ey managed to place third in the fall ses-
sion of the NCTTA competition and fi rst place 
in the spring session to become the New York 
City regional winners and gained them a spot in 
the Nationals. But Ng maintains that their road 
wasn’t free of bumps after that.
“We were going to Na-
tionals but [we] were not 
prepared in any way. We had 
no budget. We had 
no uniforms. 
We appealed for more mon-
ey from USG [Undergraduate 
Student Government] but they 
decided to go on strike and our 
papers were not fi lled. Th e athletics 
departments rejected us. But after a 
lot of legwork, Baruch got us a fully cov-
ered trip and uniforms,” said Ng.
Th e team performed considerably well 
for their fi rst time in the Nationals, losing 
their fi rst bracket of matches but winning 
against every other school they played against, 
putting them toward the top of the bottom 
bracket, ranking 13 out of 24 overall. 
“Th e competition was fi erce and we learned a 
great deal,” said Ng. “We saw experts and profes-
sionals. We learned new techniques and strate-
gies. We learned [from] our mistakes and know 
what to do to fi x it.”
Lurty, who joined the team be-
cause of his friend and fellow 
member, freshman Kevin 
Lee, was also proud of how 
the group performed this 
year. 
“I was very happy 
with how we per-
formed [despite hav-
ing] no structured 
training based in school, [instead] having to 
practice separately,” he said in an e-mail. “I want 
to get into Baruch Athletics and get gym time to 
play and hopefully have [team] continuity and 
develop our new players for next year.”
Looking to the future, one of team’s main 
goals is to become better known around campus 
and be considered a legitimate team.
“Table tennis is a growing Olympic sport. It is 
action-packed and requires just as much train-
ing as any other sport. We are relatively new. 
We do not have coverage. It is not a mainstream 
sport and [it] is rarely shown on television,” 
Ng said. “Table tennis is regarded as China’s 
national sport, and many Asian countries 
play [it]. But it is just unpopular in Amer-
ica because it’s not a ‘muscle’ sport, 
but [rather] a sport based on quick-
ness, perception, and dexterity. Th e 
addition of table tennis to Baruch sports 
[would be] a great example [to show] how 
Baruch cares about student activities and non-
mainstream sports [and encourage] those who 
enjoy it.
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A ‘pitcher’ of Bearcat success
US will have a tough  
road in World Cup
Out from under the table
KERRI JAREMA
BEARCAT PROWLER
GRAPHIC BY TIMOTHY PETROPOULOS
DENIS GOSTEV I THE TICKER
Andrea Tepfer takes her love to the mound with her every game, and uses it to excel.
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Bearcats come one game short of repeat
BY TIMOTHY PETROPOULOS
SPORTS EDITOR
After making a remarkable ninth inning 
comeback to force a game seven in the CUNY 
Athletic Conference tournament, 10-8, Ba-
ruch fell just one game short of repeating 
as champions when they lost to the College 
of Staten Island, 14-8, on April 30th at MCU 
Park in Coney Island.
After losing the fi rst game of the CUNYAC 
tournament to the Dolphins, the Bearcats 
fought back by beating City College and John 
Jay to advance to the fi nals were CSI, who had 
beaten the Bearcats four consecutive times 
this season, were waiting yet again.
“It was tough to lose four games in a row 
to them, it was really tough, our egos were 
defi nitely bruised,” said sophomore David 
Gega.
With the Bearcats down 8-5 in the bottom 
of the ninth, it looked like the Dolphins were 
headed for their fi fth straight victory when 
the Bearcats came roaring back.
Sophomore Aldo Altamirano was hit by a 
pitch to lead off  the inning, followed by sin-
gles by junior Ben RioFrio and senior David 
Chestnut to load the bases. After strikeouts by 
sophomore Th omas Daly and junior Richard 
Melendez, CUNYAC Co-Rookie of the Year 
freshman Peter Dinolfo hit a base-clearing 
triple to tie the game. 
“We never thought we were out of the 
game, we always felt like that game was ours,” 
said Chestnut. “We had two outs and we kept 
fi ghting and then Peter Dinolfo hit a triple to 
tie the game and that was huge.”
With the momentum in their favor, junior 
John Avona hit an RBI single to take the lead 
and stole second, third, and came home on 
a wild pitch to put the Bearcats up two runs 
and junior Kellin Bliss shut the door for the 
save and to force a seventh and deciding 
game later that day.
“Th at might have been the best game 
I have ever been a part of [...] you can ask 
anybody in the stands or even on the other 
team,” said Chestnut. “Th at was probably the 
greatest comeback they have ever seen.” 
With a Bearcats on a high from their win 
and their veteran leader Chestnut taking the 
mound, dreams of back-to-back titles crept 
into the players’ heads, but CSI had other 
plans.
Th e Dolphins struck early and often, scor-
ing eleven runs in the fi rst two innings to take 
a 11-3 lead to start the game.
”I got hit hard and I gave up fi ve early 
runs,” said Chestnut.
Baruch still put up a fi ght, cutting the lead 
to 11-8, but for every Bearcat comeback there 
was an answer by CSI.
“Th ose little knick-knack runs they tacked 
on at the end hurt,” said Chestnut. “If we 
could have stopped the bleeding it would 
have been a whole diff erent game.”
Although the season ended in heartbreak, 
there were many individual accomplish-
ments by the Bearcats that were recognized 
by CUNYAC. 
Melendez took home CUNYAC fi rst-team 
all-star honors. Th e shortstop, who was fi lling 
the shoes of last year’s CUNYAC MVP Jorge 
Rasado, hit .345 and stole 23 bases.
Two Bearcats were also named to the CU-
NYAC second team as well.  First year Bearcat 
junior Manuel Guerrero hit .283 with 26 RBI 
while leading the pitching staff  from behind 
the plate and Chestnut hit .354 with 37 RBI 
while leading the team from the mound as 
well.
Dinolfo was named a Co-Rookie of the 
Year along with Jhon Comas Disla of Lehman 
College.
“He had a terrifi c season for a rookie, he 
had a lot more power than I thought he had,” 
said Chestnut of the freshman out of Mon-
signor Farrell High School in Staten Island. 
“His bat stayed consistent throughout the 
whole season and got some big extra-base 
hits for us. I was proud of him.” 
Ask any Bearcat and they will tell you that 
the team didn’t live up to its potential this 
season, but after making the playoff s in back-
to-back seasons for the fi rst time in history, 
they will be back and ready to challenge CSI 
next season.
“It was a very up and down season, you 
had your high moments and down moments,” 
said sophomore Justin Torres. “If we can get 
that consistency, then next year we will get [a 
championship] back.”
DENIS GOSTEV I THE TICKER
The Bearcats clinched back-to-back playoff  berths, but couldn’t secure a second straight championship.
Champion streak ends
DENIS GOSTEV I THE TICKER
The Men’s tennis team lost in the CUNYAC championship for the fi rst time in seven years, ending their streak of championships.
BY TIMOTHY PETROPOULOS
SPORTS EDITOR
For the fi rst time in the last sev-
en seasons, the Bearcats will not 
end the season as champions. 
Th ey lost to the No. 1 seed Col-
lege of Staten Island, 5-2, last Tues-
day night at the U.S. Tennis Center 
to end their streak of CUNY Athletic 
Conference championships at six.
Th e Bearcats youth and inexpe-
rience, combined with injuries, was 
too much to overcome when facing 
the dominate Dolphins
According to Baruch Sports In-
formation the No. 1 seed Dolphins 
started by winning all three dou-
bles to jump out to a 3-0 advantage 
against the No. 4 seed Bearcats. But 
Baruch kept it close, forcing tie-
breakers in the fi rst and third sets.
In the singles competition, 
Staten Island won at fi rst singles 
and eventually clinched the vic-
tory by winning at second singles.
Baruch attempted a valiant come-
back by winning at fourth and sixth 
singles, but the match was halted 
because Staten Island already had 
enough points to win.
“Don’t sleep [on Baruch],” said 
sophomore Steven Zak in an e-
mail. “We’ll be back next year and 
start the streak all over again. I 
promise.” 
FOR MORE SPORTS, 
UPDATES ON ALL 
BARUCH TEAMS 
AND AN END OF THE 
YEAR SLIDE SHOW, 
VISIT OUR WEBSITE @ 
THETICKER.ORG
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The College of Staten Island Dolphins ended the season of the baseball and men’s tennis team within six days, crushing their championship hopes.      PAGE 27
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